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Text of a. speech by the It. Hon. J. lOnoch P0":1LL9
71„P. ( olverhampton South 7est) at the

Annual General 17_eetin:;; of the Tolverh=ton South
'est Conservative Association on FricTay, 13th

December, 1963.

It is fifteen years to the day since this Association

first asked me to be their Parliamentary candidate. I remember 

vividly the inciOents of that first contest and the people who

helped me and became my friend.:o - some, alas, no longer among us.

Tut the vividness of recollection is deceptive, like the

distances of a landscaae on a clear day. Por all political

purposes, 1943 is very far away indeed. r)ur country since then 

has lived through half a generation in circumstances far

different from what were then ex'aected. Conditions of life 

halie improved, physically and not only physically, at a rate

yhich 'could have been thought fantastic fifteen years ago.

Do you remember hov:, oven in 19549 it seemed visionary when

Yr. 7Rutler talked of doubling tha standard of living in 25 years?

geople are asking if 13 years is not too long. Our 

- ,opution, which for several decades had been growing older

on average and tending to become statianary has begun to grow

again in the last eight years on a scale Mich olakes it certain

that irTa shall be a much larger natisn and also a young nation

than anyona harl anticiv)ated. 'T-L world around has altered

no less; no one foresaw, even fifteen years ago, that by

1953  4,_sia and Africa would be inhabited -hholly  by independent

nations, any mare than that America ana fussia viould be

c=oeting in the human exploration of outer smace.

1:Tean,hhile tho generation aich was born or was groing up

through these unimagined years has taken over its responsibilities,

is working, marrying, raising In the tTialve years

alone 7-irIC the geneal ' 150 l aLomt eight million

voters hz.vo cams on.to thse olectorY1 the age

/of tw:,)nty-one
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of twenty-one; nearly a 1.1arter of the electorate today has no

adult recollection earlier than 1951. To all this great -mass of 

the nation, and indeed to far more besides - for I have drawn my

definition much too narrowly - the present is not a subject for

astonished comparison with the 194C's and 1950's, nor for self-

congratulation on having come so far so fast; it is a base-line

taken for granted, an accepted and unouestioned starting-point

for the future. That alone concerns them; and they demand of 

us, the Tory Party, what relevance to that future our policies and

our principles have, what it is that a Tory government and a Tory

parliament would be trying to do - or to prevent - which will

affect the future that they hope for?

I do not believe that any substantial number of our people

today nourish the imperial delusion that we can consume what we

have not produced, or that we have some effortless superiority

over "lesser breeds without the law" which ensures our national

status. Yor do I believe that many still accept the old superstition 

of the Lflbour .1Prty tioat they would be better off if only our

existing wealth were differently distributed. People know perfectly

well, without being lectured, that on our own ingenuity, 

effort and husbandry alone depends what this nation, and every

class within it, can achieve and enoy. All this is substantially

agreed. dht is not agreed is how that ingenuity, effort and

husbandry can best be called forth and applied. Two opposing

parties, two oplaosing philosophies, each claim that they have the

key.

At a recent by-electian where I —oke, the Socialist candidate

was asserting in his electicn-addres T do not doubt with 

sincerity, that the policies of the Iibour Party would "release

the pent-up energies of the British people". :Tor is it only by 

the Lmbour Party in Britain that socialism is offered as the

system which enafies naticlis anri ir eriduals to achieve th'ir

best. Half the world is dedicated to this , losophy. natever

/the other su :ects
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the other subjecta of dispu L. between Krushchev and Jac, or

between Wilson and Ulbricht, on this they all unit , that the

state ought to control and decide the future of the economy

and of society - that where government does not plan and direct,

there neither individuals nor a.roups nor nations can achieve

what they are capable cf.

Now, if this system is what a majority of our fellow-

countrymen really want, nothing that the Tory Party can do or say

will prevent them from having it. If the people of this country 

and above all the youth and the younger middle-aged, have become

convinced that for their own good the decisions which they are at

Present free to make ought to be taken out of their hands and

exercised as a trust on their behalf by the government, then

that is the way it will be. The evidences of such a conviction 

are widespread if you care to look for t-em - in the general

assumption that whatever happens to the economy is due to the acts

or omissions of government; in the notion that whatever rate of

increase in our wealth the government pitches upon, it can bring

it about; in the idea that opportunities in education, career,

employment, life itself, are something which the individual may

justifiably expect the state to create for him and complain if they

are not wholly to his liking.

If this is indeed the spirit of the age, the electorate will

purchase the article they want from the establishment which has

always had it in the window - the shop across the r-ad. It is no

use tryin7 to change one's political stock-in-trade. The ultimate 

degradation in politics is to try to cling to power by borrowing

your opponents' policies: nothing destroys a party so surely.

What we offer and what we stand for is neither socialism

nor an inconsistent compromise with socialism, but the direct opposite.

We exist to say to the nation th,t its future, economically and

socially, will best be what the peo-rle themselves make it; that

aossibilities which lie opon to their ingnaLLJ, effort and 

initifl.t.ive are wider for than any o7.over=ent could conceive, still

/Less hnirw, to pass;
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less bring to pass; end that the duty 7overnment is to help,

but never constrain, the fre2 development of the nation's resources

and talents. We offer neitier servitude, nor the safety, ease

and irresponsibility of servitude. We offer freedom, and the 

risks, the dangers, the uncertainties, the untidinesses, but also

the responsibilities and the opportunities, which are inseparable

from it. Who does not want this, must go elsewhere.

A .government inspired with this belief has to do three thingd:

it has to provide the nation with a secure and civilised framework

of living; it has to abolish and remove man-mede obstacles to

growth, to change, to the free play of the nation's initiative;

and it has to see that ingenuity, effort and judgment reap the

rewards of their success. To these objects the Tory Party has been 

faithful in the great mass of its acts and achievements during the

past twelve years. To theFe objects it continues dedicated in its 

policies and prograemes for the future,

ITational security comes first. That is the outer frame or

condition precedent of the nation's life. Security is not absolute: 

alliance and armament, however powerful, though they diminish

danger, can never eliminate it. 'Rut in both we claim to have made

and kept ourselv s strong. After twelve momentous and kaleidoscopic 

years the Atlantic alliance firmly embraces a restored and powerful

federal Germany committed to the West and a United States as deeply

committed to a free Europe. The nuclear detr.rrent of that alliance 

depends at this moment on a British bomber force for its delivery.

Pritain has retained the right and the discretion to use the nuclear

weapon on her own responsibility should the defence of her supreme

interests ever seem to her to reouire it. If that weapon is 

still ne, darl at the latter end of this decade and if the submarine

is then the means of u:71na.. it, then -Pritain's inclepondnt right

and ability to do so nas teen assured. It is the merest quibble 

to se:y that a weapon is not one's own because it has been acouired

from an ally.

riithin this outer
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Within this outer framework of national security the government

builds and maintains the common services of a civilised society.

Some of these, such as the maintenance of law and the prevention

of crime, are essentially, at all times and in all places, the

business of the state. Other services may fall, as circumstances 

and history have determined, on one side or the other of the line

between state and non-state provision. Motor roads might just 

as well have come into existence in the form of tollroads as

of public highways; municipalities and volunt,ry foundations

were building hospitals before the central government todcover

the responsbility; a system of higher education which arose

outside the concern of the state has now been brought within it

though nct subordinated to it. But where, in the Britain of our 

day, the c:overnment does hold the responsibility for these common

requirements of civilised life - for education, for the public

health, for traffic, for the great urban services - the programmes

which this country has in hand challenge comparison with any

in the world. If I may instance those with which it was my 

personal good fartune to be associated, I know no country in the

world which can rival in conceeDtion or comprehensiveness the

ten-year programmes for our hos-Dital, health and welfare services

which are respectively in their third and second years at this

moment.

aed -ve fear com-oaricon
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Nor  need we fear co -oarison in what the community affords

to its individual members as a erotection against u.isfortune and

poverty - national security in the inward-looking sense: we call

it "social security." The modern state has here inherited the
former euties of the loc7s.l comriunity,of individuel .tiving 7nd, to

lerge extent, of orgenised cherity. The stendnrd of living hi'2h

our system of social security guarantees to all who need it is

fully half as high again as it was only twelve years ago.

The second duty of a Tory government, after 7oroviding the

civilised framework of security and common services, is to hold

the ring for growth and change - you cannot have growth without

change - and for the free play of the initiative which comes from

people. This duty often calls for governments and politicians

to dis'olay the hardest kind of courage: the courage to do nothing

and let things hao-oen; more still, the courage to Aop interfering.

The easy and natural reaction for governments and politicians

confronted with a problem or a complaint or a difficulty is to

rush into action and promise to -out it right, when, quite often,

they ought to do nothing at all or stop doing something that they

are doing already. The heavy hands, the big feet and the blind

eyes of the state can too easily destroy the germs of the true

solution which people are actually in process of finding for

themselves.

I do not think it is commonly realised how often and how

successfully this kind of courage has been shown in the last twelve

years. You remember how we defied the warnongs that to abolish

rationing and abandon state Turchasing would -oroduce scarcity

and panic prices; instead there was wrowing plenty at -orices which

more and more could afford. We stopped forcing absurd rates of

interest upon a rigged money market; al7id we were rewarded by a

huge growth of .rivate saving which, amongst other th_engs, has

enabled a record number of familios 3each year to buy their own

homes. TTC said that those nationalised industries which it was

not prac icable tc denationalise r st shown a return Gn the money

invested in them com-eareCble with whet it would have earned in

private indusetry: there must be us favouritism.

/The gas, coal
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The gas, coal and electricity industries have responded to this
treatment, and aviation and the railways ar,1 making headway.
We followed a trade Policy dedicated to the removal of barriers
and quotas and the reduction or eliminati n of protection and
preference; and despite setbacks to this policy in our relations
with tne Common Market, this countryts exports have continuously
risen - by 10 per cent in the last three years and by 7 per cent
in the present year alone - and have found new patterns of trade
and outlets which a few years ago no one would have forecast -
an increase, for instance, of 50 per cent in our trade with
Western Europe in the last three years.

Our opponents would have done nothing of this. Confident
that the government has a monopoly of foresight, they would have
enforced plans and targets based on forecasts which have proved
wildly wrong; they would have compelled industries to move to
sites which the government designated; they would have tried to
insulate a Socialist planned Britain from the unplannable outside
world of commerce and trade;  by  fixing or rigging prices, they
would have created scarcity, which in turn comnelled allocation
and rationing of r sources. We know they would have done this/
because this is what they still intend to do. Take housing. The
trouble auout their belief in 1951 that 300,000 houses a year
was i Possible is not so oiuch that they •ere wrong, but that if
they had had their way, the would have proved themselves right
by preventing more than 180,000 from being built. And look at
wh t they say about housing now: reivaose rent control, increase
subsidy, redace the price of savings, and nationalise the land
as soon as anyone wants to build on it. It is the absolutely

classie prescription for scarcity. We c oL to ask ourselves why
all the other Physical needs of peoole - food, clothing, domestic
aids, amusement and the rost - have been met at ever higher
modern standards, while Lancing alnne, for millions cf people,
lags behnd.

/The aro-,or hocause
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The answer is: because it is with housing that governments have
interfered for the last fifty years. It is an object lesson
in what happens when you make it impossible for people to take
their own decisions.

-jihen we Conservatives claim as ours the progress of the
last twelve years - the rising standard of life, the broadening
opportunity - we do so not because we imagine that our government
has created these things. It has not; it is the people themselves
who have created them. The government's part has been humbler,
bat yet essential; to see to it that the people were not prevented,
and to see to it also that success did ndbfail of its rew rd.

Successful effort and ingenuity multiply wealth higher
incomes, larger ret rns and rising values are the signs and the
results. A nation which penalised higher incom:es, attacked larger
profits and coniiscaeod capital gains would be saying as plainly
as it could that it did notwant the successful effort, ingenuity
and saving which produced them. It would soon not need to worry.
One of the sharpest difforences between the Tory party and its
opuonents is in the treatment and taxation of the rewards of success.
Vie have continuously relieved direct taxation of incomes at all
levels by reducing tax rates and increasin, allowances, and we
abolished the archaic rule which applied surtax to people earning
little more than twice the average industrial wage, 'rfe have restored
the market for savings by paying the raes of interest which they
could earn, and we have consistently maintained that the long-term
increase in the value of a person's assets is no subject for
taxation. On every point our opponentslipolicy is the opposite:
to 'oenalise the above-average income, to depress the rewards of
thrift, and to attack risin- val es of capital.

Such then are the aims our government has pursued, arid the
way our country has come in the last tw lve years. Incre!usingly,

Preponderantly, it wil7_ be the generation that has grewn up and
Pr spered in a Conservative Britain which decided whether all

this is to co-tinue or for the elooite beliefs and the

tractice.
/-ur business, y_urs
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Our business, yours and mine, today is not to sit sTecualting

about the outcome of their decision. Nor is it to blurr the

nature of their decision, and allow or encourage anyone to suppose

that tile choice is indifferent. We have to ash our countrymen,

quite simply, if they wish the future of their economy, their

society, their country to be shaped by themselves or by the state.

When every elector has been faced personally, directly with that

alternative, then, and not until then, we shall have done our

duty and need not fear the event.

END
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Text of a seech by The 7,.t. Hon, J. Enoch PC7ELL, M.P.
(:iolverhamton, S.71.) to the 72::romley Constituency
Public Keeting, at Central Hall, :Bromley, on Thursday,

24th October, 1963.

I know that you mould e::;ect me, and would ant me, to

s-ceak first of your o= Leffcer of Parliament; -but I have no

intention of TDresuming to attempt seme kind of panegyric or

funeral oration upon Harold Lacmillan. Mr one thing, the 

peccle cf the fromley division know him - and Lady Dorothy -

very personally and closely themselves, and they mi;:4ht quite

p•ooerly resent a mere stranger tryin7 to tell them what they

already know. For another thin, as someone might have said,

" there ain't gonna be no funeral"; so why have an o-oation?

Put having ha,d the honour to serve undei' the right hon,

gentleman the momber for 7romley dmriza much the .7reater -oart

or' his long premiershi7), I mill not deny myself these few sen-

tences. As  I look back u.son those years in time to come, I 

ani sure that one imoression 7:ill remain dominant in my mind

above all others from observation of nr. Jacmillan in counsel,

in cabinet, in the Cor7ons: the sheer, cold, dauntless courage

of this man, a courage '::hich one senses is the combination of

Tiersonal gallantry and steely determination, You may think

it -eerha-os not the •ao_lty v:hich you v:oul,.'1 have picked out

fdrst to ::.evton; 71'„h000 o:sTro.„7-

and values vfhich a man .m:ay have in politics can easily as for

nsthin, and Harold irlacmillo,n had it — has it still,

That is my last, and onl:", mord t=iht on personal

tooics. For all the to-,:'rents of specul::tiozz and gossip t;hich 

have floyd Jurliom the oa3t fc-rtni.ht into the mighty froth—

ocen, as Carl:11- it, ef ent eaicztical

litrature, des7ite the -o.:raohies one -roorol-.1t, the

/cartcone, the
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cartoons, the thumbnail sketches, it is not between persons

that the people of Britain, if they understand aright their

responsibility as electors, will be called upon before long

to decide. If that were all, it might not matter so much if 

they resigned themselves to the good-humoured cynicism which

is all too common, and were ready to toss a coin or "let the

other chaps have a chance now". The decision on the contrary 

is between two opposite ways  of  life, two utterly different

kinds of society, two conflicting philosophies about the indi-

vidual and hs place in the world around him. The difference 

between the alternatives eresented is, as Housman once said

of truth ard falsehood, greater than that betw(;en an icicle

and a red-hot poker, but not so noticeable to the senses.

Such a statement, I know, is often received as the

typical exaggeration of a political cartisan. This is a

dangerous mistake. It is true that no political party realises

its full rograone overnig,,,, should hot wake up on the 

morrow of a Labour victory at the polls to find ourselves

living in a complete socialist state. Especially in a country 

so averse as ours is to extrer:les and violent changes, any

government has to reckon with the facts as it finds them,

including the results of its predecessors' policies. But what

matters is the direction in which a government ahj a party are

trying to mov : their ultimate aims will dictate the deci-

sions they make whenever they a-e able to make them°  These

e the decisions which count.

It is another dangerous clelusion to think that there is

no harm in trying a tit Ecro socialism er-sse imohtally and that

if after a while we do not like the consecuonces, we can stop

ahd go back to where cJe started from. As in on individual's 

life so in that of a nation, with every s ep you take in a

7.barticular direction it tec.er:iee.rf.,€;r to return cr to change.

As in an 'nr9ivideal's life, so in a nation s, tnere are some

/LThtakeo
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mistakes which, once made, can never be undone; some decisions,

and these often the gravest, w 'oh are irreversible. One is 

free to nationalise an industry, but not free thereafter to de-

nationalise it. One is free to cast away an independent means

of defence, but not free thereafter to get it back again. We 

are not like scientists, doing an experiment in a laboratory

and able to repeat it as often as we wish with different

ingredients or under different conditions. The electorate is 

taking, always, decisions which will inexorably govern their

own lives and those of the generations after. It is this 

solemn responsibility which gives to the business of politics

meaning and dignity.

Fortunately there is little difficulty in ascertaining

the aims and ideas of the opposing parties; those of the

opposition are declared in speech and writing; those of the

government - just because it is the government - primarily in

the actions and policies of the last twelve years.

It is natural that the electorate should look first to

the policies which bear directly on their ordinary lives of

getting and sbending, upon physical and material standards of

comfort and well-being. For my own part I re,c.Tard as insuffer-

 

able humbug the pose of affecting to despise material

improvements, achieved or in prospect; and I notice that

those who adopt this pose arc generally found promising bigger

and brighter material benefits a sentence or two afterwards.

Having said that, let rflej admit that the Labour Party have

declared their economic policies and intentions, for all to

hear Vin1:3 will, with a disarming candour, absent only locally

and temporarily during by-elections.

The Labour Party 'ravetold us that they will set up a Land

Corission to transfer to Public ownership the land on which

it is proposed that building ar ret ilding hculd be permitted.

/They hove told
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They have told us that the commencement of major private

building projects, industrial and commercial, will be controlled.

They have told us that public ownership, under a variety of

forms, will be extended in industry and commerce in a whole

range of circumstances: where an industry is assisted by the

state, where its products are extensively purchased by pub'ic

authorities, where a nationalised industry wants to manufacture

its own machinery and eouipment, where major chanw,:e of owner-

ship and control is occurring, where there is too much concen-

tration, and where there is too much cometition. They have 

told us that the investment policies of pension funds and

insurance companies will be controlled. They have told us 

that the ull resources of government will be used to make

sure that a national plan, with targets for individual indust.Abs,

is carried out industry by industry.

These intentions are not culled from the speeches of

obscure delegates at trade union conferences: they are the

written, officially adopted policies of the Opposition, re-

affirmed a month ago at Scarborough. Together they represent

the full, consistent theory of socialism, that the entire economic

activity of the nation should be determined in detail by the

state.

Let usnot underestimate the apparent attractions of this

pol icy, especially in what is called a 'technological age',

when almost miraculous results are being produc d by elaborate

mechanical devices. It seems a natural extension of these 

processes to ask the state to oranise our hearts' desires

for all of us: a kind of electronic slot-machine to produce

211 the an,,w,'rs. .as, the w'role thing rests on a delusion, 

a dangerously specious delusion.

:rien we hear the word state" or " ation" in these

contexts we tend to thinx of all the instincts and energies

/and resources of our
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and resources of our people somehow concentrated and focussed

together. Surely, one feels, a ''national plan" must be 

something willed by all of us and good for all of us? But

the reality which this august abstraction "the state" conceals

is something very different. Lift the curtain and "the state" 

reveals itself as a little group of fallible men in

making guesses about the future, influenced by political

pressures and partisan prejudices, and working on projections

drawn from the past by a staff of economists. Of a "national 

plan" thus produced we can assert three things with confidence:

it is likely to be wrong, dead wrong, in its major assumptions;

its errors will do the maximum damage because they will be

imposed on the whole of the economy; and they will be

persisted in long after they have been revealed, because

governments are the slowest of all creatures to admit them-

selves mistaken and a state plan of all plans the most inflexible.

Take the assumptions on which any ''national plan" would

have been based only ten years ago: a shortage of coal which

was to persist for 20 years; a dollar shortage to last a

generation; a prospective scarcity of foodstuffs and raw

materials; export opportunities primarily in the non-

industrialised parts of the world. How lucky we did not

have a Labour Government to found a "national plan" on these

assumptions and enforce it up,en the economy: Yet that is

exactly what we are being invited to do now. There was

nothing exceptionally stupid about people ten years ago, and

there is no reason to su'opose that the facts of the 1970s will

differ less from the assum;Dtions of the 1960s than the facts of

1960s differ from the assum-otions of the 1950s. 'moo much''

Harold vdlson wrote in 1961 c'of what we do invest is, in

terms of national need, relatively frivolous and unproductive...

within manufacturing industry investment has been heavily

distorted in favour of motor cars, consumer durables, food,

/pa:Der and printing".
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paper and Printin . I wonder what he thinks about that now;

but I am not complaining about his being wrong. I am com-

 

plaining about his wanting to nationalise his mistakes: "where

a firm or industry" he continued ''refuses to meet the demands

placed upon it by the nationl programme, there is a clear

case for public ownership". .Llas for such a national 

programme thus inspired:

The collective wisdom and the collective will of the

nation resides not in any little Jhitehail clique but in the

whole mass of the people - in the producers, listening to the

voice of the customer at home and abroad; in the savers and

investors, using their eyes and their brains to lay out their

resources to best advantage; in the consumers themselves,

expressing through all the complex nervous system of the

market their wishes, their needs, their expectations. In 

short, the true national economic plan is being made all the

time by the very people and institutions which the intellectual

arrogance of the Socialist affects to despise. "Under Tory 

free enterprise'' says Labour's policy, "no limit is set to

the amount of our national resources and intellectual talent

consumed by the popular newspaper, the glossy magazine, the

cinema, commercial television and the advertising industry."

What aworld of contempt for the ordinary man and woman

breathes in that haughty sentence:

/The Tory principle
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The Tory principle is the opposite: to trust the people.
This has been expressed in practical terms in aar actions in the
last twelve years. dismantled and abolished the economic 
controls, licensing, rationing and powers of direction inherited
from the war and post-war socialism; we restored a market for
savings and abandoned the rigging of artificial rates of interest,
which had been a fruitful cause of inflation; Te imposed on the
nationalised industries, apart from those restored to the free
economy, the discipline of making comparable profits with what
similar investments elsewhere would produce, and we undertook a
major surgical operation on the railways to enable them also to
earn profits; in our trade policy we sought the --fidest and most
competitive markets for our exports; in helping industries like
the cotton and shipbuilding industries, and areas like the North-
East and Central Scotland, we followed the principle that the
Object was to enable them to stand on their oT:in feet and justify
themselves competitively; in taxation -policy we have aimed at
leaving to the individual earner and the individual firm the
free disposal of as large a proportion as possible of their income
or profits; finally there is our determined and increasingly
successful effort to keep for our money that stability of value
which enables people to take their own decisions about spending
and saving in terms which have a meaning.

If anyone should doubt the absolute contrast between our
dedication to a free economy which trusts the people and the
controlled economy of Socialism, which trusts only the people in
7hitehall, I would invite him to notice that the Labour ?arty are
onposed to every one of the policies I have just mentioned. They 
openly deplore the fact that they would no longer have available
the emergency powers of 1940 to 1951; they would return to
artificially low rates of interest, and accept that this means

/forced saving
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forced saving through inflation, higher taxes, or both; they

would treat the nationalised industries as occupying a privileged

position in the economy and a - committed to halt the reshaping of

British railways; on t,'ade policy tTielr main concern is to keep

our economy sufficiently insulated from the outside world to be in the

control of the national planners - this 7Tas the root of their

antagonism to the Common Market; - and finally they have never

concealed their contempt for the high importance which the Tory

Party attaches to limiting the demands of taxation and maintaining

the value of our currency.

The antithesis, then, in economic policy is complete; the

electorate have to choose bet7een a party which wishes to centralise

in itself all the econo ic t'ecisions that matter and a party which

wishes the economy to change and grow in response to the energies,

the initiatives and the insights of all the people. But it would

be a travesty to limit the issue to the economic side of life, or

to pretend that the ideal of the free economy is the only ideal

for which our Party stands.

Society is much more than a collection of individuals acting

together, even through the complex and subtle mechanis s of the

free economy, for material advantage. It has an existence of its 

own; it thinks and feels; it looks inward, as a community, to

its own members; it looks out7;ard, as a nation, into a world

populated by other societi , like or unlike itself.
-Ine _Lory

Party, with its deep sense of history, has always concerned itself

especially with these two aspects of society, and I believe that

the British people would instinctively and rightly reject a

philosophy which offered them just an economic machine, however

efficient and suc essful. r/-eney expect more of tbe commurity;

they expect that it should concern itself, with respect, under-

standing and compassion, for the individuals and families Mich

compose it. Fiut how9 That is the puestion.

/7h, Soc,list has
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Th2 Socialist has his answer oat. The state will take over

resoonsibility for meeting the individual's needs: it will provide,

or organise, his education, his leisure, his care in health and

sickness, his housing and that of his family, his very livelihood

in age his feeding in youth. Like the other socialist answers,

this one has a superficial simplicity and attractiveness. It is

also, incidentally, very handy politically: nothing is easier

than to promise the voter that the state will arrange for him

the things he happens to be wanting; the candidate has only to

7rite, as it were, a cheque on the best bank there is, the

national income. But like other slick answers, this one is

deceptive and cingerous.

As in economic life, so in social life, the vealth of

kno7:ledge and experience, the impulses to growth and change, lie

with the people themselves, ot with the state. The pattern

of our social life, the character of our education, in school

or university, the content of our family life, the physical

environment of our homes - may I add, the unique texture of our

medical care, in hospital or in general practice? - all these

things - happily - have not been laid down or devised by the

state; they are what the people themselves have chosen to make

them, over the generations, and as such they are richer and

more varied by far than the state would have imagined. If from 

now on the state only is to decide, then the price must be an

impoverishment of ideas, a pitiful narrowing of possibilities.

The c;uestion is how the community can discharge the daty of care

foe its members without killing spontaneous develooment and

change for all time to come.

To this cluestion thore is no single cut-and-dried answer

like the socialist formula. The answer is different for different

human needs; it is different at different ceniods. .rut a.lways

/the object is
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the object is to leave the greatest score for the people

themselves to determine the content of their lives, both for

themselves and for their children.

7,ducation has been a concern of the community in one guise

or another since time immemorial. Our school system has 

succeeded - it is noteworthy that the signi.icant decisions

were taken by Conservative administrations - blending the

three separate streams of ninete,--nth-century educational

advance - the religious, the secular, and the independent -

without destroying or submerging the characteristics of any.

It has deliberate4 maintained important elements of local

variety and independence. A parallel structure of education,

from the private nursery school to the great public school,

exists alongside it. The community has thus been able to

channel into education a large and rising share of the national

income 'zhile Preserving very considerable scope for choice

and independent decision. The same principle mill be no less 

important in organising and financing the immense expansion

of university education on which this onlIhtry h offbarkcd.

It is significant that the characteristic features of the

Labour Party's educational policy are the nationalisation or

elimination - under various rolite formulae - of the non-state

sr.hool ard the imposition of certain uniform patterns on the

stato system throughout the country.

/The security and care
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The security and Care of the old are the concern of all

communities but the most primitive; but so rapid have been

the social and economic changes throlIgh which we have lived

already in our own lifetime, that the forms in which our own

community gives expression to that concern have become obsolete

at an almost alarming rate. Less than a generation ago the

"old age Pension" - the flat rateminimum of subsistence

financed by workers' and employerst contributions - was the

principal vehicle. Our systemcf social security, inherited

through Beveridge from the nineteen twenties, still largely
reflects conditions which have altered.

To describe the results of that alteration in a single

sentence, I would say that the problem has shifted from

subsistence to environment, and from tne majority to minorities.

The housing of the old and the care of them in their homes has

become a commitment largely divorced from financial means.

(If anyone doubts this, he might check the biographies and

incomes of the residents in a typical modern old people's home,,)

In other words, a physical problem, produced by changes in the

pattern of population and of social life, has replaced the

financial problem of wIle• spread. poverty. At the same time,

as an adequate ard rising retilen3nt -enslon becomes more and

more a normal part of remuneration, the financial needs of

age tend to be concentrated in certain definite categories,

such as the very old or the handicapped.

In the face of these realities a whole new growth of

personal services has been springing up - largely on local

impulse and owing much to voluntary initiative. Who for instance,

would have heard of home helps and meals-on-wheels if it had not

been for Women's Voluntary Services? The community, locally

and nationally, has moved_ in to give this whole range of

personal services consistency and cup,00rt. :eanwhile, the
structure of financial support for the old is ripe for radical

Change which will concentrate heir where it is needed most,

/It is significant
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It is significant that the conribution of Tuf=1110-rur policy in this

field is to propose a large extension of so-called state

insurance. This would simply nationalise the saving for retire-

ment which more and more People, as a conseeuence of the rising

level of real incomes, are doing for themselves through true

insurance.

I will mention one other aspect of the community's care for

the individual and his family; housing. The broblem of housing

in our time is, I often think, symbolised by the television set

in the slum kitchen. The same society and e conomy which can

provide its members with better food, clothin, travel, enter-

tainment, education, living standards generally, than they have

ever enjoyed, seerris to offer to hundreds of thousands of families

standards of housing no better-to say the least-than fifty,

perhaps a hundred years ago. It is a tragic paradox with which

the state should indeed concern itself, as indeed the state

has for a century and more concerned itself with the homes of

the people.

But this does tot mean that the state ought to provide the

houses any more than the television sets. The same system of

competitive enterprise which has given us all the technical and

physical advances and amenities of modern life could Provide us

with modern housing too, if we would let it. The trouble is

that for a generation or more we have been preventing it and

hampering it so that in the end neither the customer demands, nor

the Producer supplies, this desirable article - good accommodation -

except ln the special form of the owner-occupied house. The

situation is ready for socialism to "take over"; and, sure

enough, the Labour rarty have promised to give the coup de grace

by clam-eing rent control down again. Tf motor cars had been

price-controlled at ]ore-war Prices and manufactured by local

authorities for renting at concessionary rates to applicants on

waiting-lists we efould have no motor industry and a severe

car Shortage. That is net very unlike what has been done to

house-Tu7ildin;,7. The Censervative- -policy is to 7et house-buildin7
/into modenn
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into modern production, and subsidise, where necessary, the

tenant but not the house; there J_s no reason why the community

which cares for its members should deny them access to the fruits

of modern production or the right to choose.

Thus the two aspects of Conservative home nolicy, the

economic and the social, are neither detached, nor, still less,

contradictory; they are consistent and complementary, both

founded on the belief that nothing less than the desires and

efforts of the people as a whole ought to be trusted to work

out their destiny, economic or social.

There remains society in its outward-10 king aspect:

the nation in the world. I believe that, in order to live a

full and satisfying life, a man needs to have a picture not

only of the community to which he belongs and of his place in

it, but also of the place .,!„-nd destiny of that community in the

outside world. This is, as it were the frame of reference within

which his life is lived, which gives it- huma-hly srieaming- a

meaning and a -ournose beyond the narrow confines of place and

date. If you care to call this patriotsm, so much the bettera

I would like to see the word in use again; we surely need the

thing.

I suppose few nations have had, in a single generation, to

confront the fact and the effects of such tremendous changes in

their world situation as Britain has had to do in the last

thirty years. In so short a space a time have a globe with

one Quarter of the land surface coloured red, our naval and air

predominance, and our commercial, industrial and financial

Primacy become things of the tast. History is littered with

natins that have been destroyed for ever by the stress of

lesser changes than these. But greatness does not consist in

mere size, mere power. It lies in a realistic antraisal of the

true stature of a nation, neither exaggerated, nor underestimated,

and a faith in the uniQue possibilities for the future with

which our history and air position have endowed use

/Such a natriotism
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Such a patriotism cannot co-exist with the theory and the

attitudes of socialism. 7e see this in every clash and contrast

of recent years. Because BY-ltain cannot measure in resources

with the two giant poers, we did not therefore throw aside the

rGal -power which our own :possession of the nuclear weaon

secures to us; inotead we uc,e, and shall use, that vower offec-

tively for good. Because in the United Nations crude and dangerous

doctrines of race or ideology ar'e backed by overwhelming voting

strength, v:e have not therefore withdrawn or conformed; instead

we have used aur voice consistently in the cause of restraint

and truth, Because we no longer have military strength in

Africa, we have not therefore reapunced what influence uo8n

events remains to us by the force of law and tradition, instead

we are using that influence and rot unsuccessfully, to bring

new nations into existence without the accomoaniment of violence

or wrong.

Here then is tne choice - in the cchduct of our affairs as

na t ion, in the ioe rf ormanc e of the c cm=nity s duty to i ts

meMbers, in the use of our tolents and resoui.ces for thie well -

being of ou-oselvon and our chldren - between the socialist

state, concentrated arennd the -olans Gnd -;:ower of government

and limitGd by the :porizon of the men who rule it, and on the

other side the socioty, free, com.,assiona.te, paliriotic, which

has faith in the llmil,less resources and oossibilities of the

eonle themoelves,

A few 1-.00ths will carry us a stride nearer to the one or 

to the other. have it in our oower still to say which.

ElTD
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FE '2.77:TIST..a 7=1.1.1LE, (1,1x Pg.:011) Chairman, Ladies and

Gentl -.;hon I first read this motion I oxclaimed to mz-self, in the 

popular oloreoe, I could not agree more, -Ind I said just the oL-.Lio

I saw the -]nennunis and incidontally — altheagh am esat of order,

suppose, here, 1L2dozh Chairman — the arheadmcat 7.hich has not Icon sailed

and discussod, For it is perf.3ctly tra,:- that, massive thkugh the under—

taloin:i7s ore on whr,ch this countryis engaged both in the hospital service

and in the health and ':.elfsro serv'acs tt:e h—irlpitals, these ::;--soat 

undertakino a`ill fail si tioir oar-,,oso ci ihoir full effoct unless

thcy arG united and knit tof.rether in the, EJ:2ViC,D of the individual

aad the ',ndiviC!,ual ought indeed nover to forgot how

massive those undertkio.7s 00 chici000 L-TO; and, ot a time

vihen so many voices .o-o joud to deni sn-oto s o ountryl s ,o-Forts

to tell us t'hat Dritain oahaet do it, I think it is salutory to remind

oursorivez Pr-ita-in is do-7n.2: of health. 

The hospital olan in its first edition envisao2c a swee-flins maderni sotion

of the hosoitels of this country, invelvinT schemes to tie s-',Torted in the

f-r'rot ten years a total value cf over d7iiC million. I notice that at

a confotence s=ethil.j al)out scx, othsr -carty reviewing

'oave rion; oo have oevieed it to somo

t,ur-ooso, for les[ th.n 15 montleo after first ouitfoon ims yaoduced it

, ,oas ?7evic-.:e'd and ca-rr:'d foro,-:ord anoi:hor tore ie rc Ia If at i)eriod

if tee ours t7nu soler-,os =.1-.o:7,_int to ryf no lois

:ISCC million; :2 o thiL 7.) conotantlz- sm rcias -Foro.-o-cd sil71 

Groeuding i ito scope nat in its

CUT aa:hicvements since the  17Z:T Hccatl-, Se=ice, hive

iuieCa mss-e'rcs The eTaivalent of 16 greot 1,osoitals has 

aaready Ieea 1.,uilt in -terls of o.eo.- 1-o_spital fleartioents, ostEfolisin-nents

tt.-2ou,i7hcut the ocuntr,-, eco,d is sontinua117 increasing, and 

scarcely a week pa:hes without somo nc-w hospital 1-1-oject lousy 'oreufht

ini-o use, Ii- so 'Iajory...1,=, :-....fte-mscri Lore in :lockopool one of L7,7
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Parliamentary Secretaries, Bernard Brain is  opening a  nau 1-.-ord block

in Blackpool's Victoria Fospital with accommodr.tion for some 90

additional patients. But perha-.)o the simplest and most dramatic form

in which ye ca._ remind _ursolvesof the majnitude of the national

achievement and undertaking is the fc-ct that an average every 19 days

gne new great hosptal new or completely vebuilt - is started ond

that 6A0 such hospitals are under construction in England and 7ales at

this moment.  The plan for the development of '-he services o-P the local

health authorities, the health and welfare plan, is  no less  massive

in scope and, if anything,moce imaginative in its character. here

I think it is important to bring home the individual detailed human appli-

cation of these schemes. It is ono thin tc talk abgut 7.20.0 million of

capital to be spent over 10 years and a 40 per cents increase in the

staffsland incidentally thoso are figures T:I.ich I kngu nh rise ,uhen

locca authoi-itios get the chLnce to revio-u their plcns in the light

of those of their neighbours.

/7 is  al l _very roll to talk ....
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It is all v.r:jn ell to talk in these treat terms, but that does not Iring home to

people, individually and in a real way, what is happening. I find it much better

to tell people that theseplans mean that in the next ten years not aweekwill go

by, year in and year out, on an average throughout that period, without a new

training centre fer the mentallyhandicapped, a new hostel for the mentally ill

or handicapped, a new ambulance station - this week/s new abulance station was

opened yesterday afternoon not far from here - at St. Helens - by my other

Parliamentary Secretary, Lard Newton; and every week two, sometimes three, new

maternity and child welfare clinics, and two, sometimes three, new, modern,

purpose-built homes for the old - many of them not quite so large as that which

la's. Knight has in mind but all providing comforts, dignity and privacy for the

old. It is when we bring these schemes  dowh  to those individu,al terns ofwhat is

actually being done and will be done on the ground that they start to have a

real concrete meaning for people.

This is something of which this ccuntry ought to be proud. This io something

about which it ought not to keep silent. Where else in the world can we find a

country which is engaged on so profoutd a modernisation, so extensive a develop-

ment, not only cf its hospital service but of a71. the health and w- elfare servtes

which touch and help individual people and families in their homes? I add

another Question: where else could we find such services where voluntary effort

of the volunteer has so important a place or is made so welcome? I was delighted

that  Ins  Anne Spokes emphasised the great and growing p/ace of voluntary effort

in our healthzErvices. There was a time, not very long ago but under a different

policy and a different Government, when it seem , that we were deer:dned to

banish the v _unteer and voluntary efforts from our health services and hos-

pitals, but that belongs to the past. Teday there is a growing welcome for the

volunteer, a growing recognition of the many cases, some not yet eplored, in

which voluntary effort can  make our health services richer and moo effective.

But in our pride in these rir achievements we neced to he reminded,

as this metin remends us, that all this  7:711l fail  of its INIIMOSO unless it is

directed ._-_,f?,?.ctivCiy the per:oonfeu nnt
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individual patient or the individual family. Thekey here in ensuring that this

is so is held by general practice, and it is, therefore, a most hapy thing that

the plans for the hospital service, for th- hoplth and welfare services, have been

followed so prorgotly by the report of the Gillie Committee on thel 7Uture of General

Practice which, taking those plans as its basis,  goes  on +o look at the true and

proper place of general practice in the future.

Money has been mentioned in this debate - it was mentioned in the last,add

I dere say it will be mentioned in most  of  the debates in this conference, and

rightly - but money is not the limitinP factor hore. There is no financial

limit on the number of general practitioners who are employed in the National

Health Service. The Government sought the: advice of a most profound and author-

itative Royal Commission both on the amount ,nd the method of remunerating the

medical profession. It accepted the Report, it fulfilled it to thehilt, and

that Report and those methods are kept continuously reviewed by an independent

body. Here, again, the Government have not hesitated, promptly and effectively,

to fulfill what has been recommended.

llroney is not the limiting factor here. The limiting factor - or rather the

challenge - is to lring general practice into an integral relatienship with Ude

modern hospital service and with the modern health and welfare services, and we

can only do that by making general practice a re,l part of each of those ser-

vices. 1P can only do it by bringing the general practitioner - I am with you,

Dr. Samuel - literally into the hospital. he must be welcome in thehospital, he

must bewanttd in the hospital. He 1711Ctbo the pers)n the hospital realises it

has a responsibility to in the name of his patients. He must be able to look

to the hospital as a place where he can, on his own autherity, o7ptain the

services of diagnosis which exist in hospitl but do not exist exclusively for

the USe of the speciali,ts. They are 'Lere for him, too. H Lt to have 

access to them, and already in mest of the hospitals he has access to them.

But I  go  further, and say that 70 must look fer a widesproP,' employment

of olx gendral practitieners as hoeeth:l dectors. This is hapuening. Tt is

happening en a bigger scale than credit is often giv--n fo. Tn the Birmm
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Region not less than one general practitioner in Every four holds an appointmt

in a hospital. This is as it should be, and it should ,c,o forward. It is going

forward, because we must integrate general practice again with the hospitals. We

must close that rift to which Dr. Samuel referred - not forgetting, incidentally,

when it was, and by whom it was, that that rift was opened.

On the other side, we must bring the doctor and the services of 'he local

health and welfare authorities together, and this, too, is happening. I have 

gone about in the last thr-e years that I have been Minister of Health I have been

very struck by how much more frequentJy, year by year, I have found practices to

which the local authority has attached its own staff - its health visitors, its

nurses, its midwives. Wherever thathas haupened I have found that doctors, 

local authorities, staff and patients were sure that itwas the right thing 7.

Oind so am I - for those services, the -I'vicos which help people in their own

homes, the services, if you like, which koep thm out of hospital. These are

an auxiliary to the general practitioner, and Everything that develops those

services ought to be a strengthening of general practice. This ishopponing, and

this must happen faster still, for I accept, the Government accept, that modern

general practice in a modern health sorvice needs to be integrated firmly and

wholeheartedly with the services of the hospitals pnd with the services of the

local authorities with all their groat voluntary content.

But lot as not ...
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But let us not make the mistake of supposing that this unity of the

National Health Service canIe produced just by clever organisation, by

efficient administration, or even by directives, hoever well comi=osed,

from the Uinistry of Health. The true unity of the National Health

Service emerges from its unity in the service of the patient. That is

its true,fundamental, psychological unity, and of that we must never lose

sight. This haJbeen the impelling force behi nd all that has been and is

being done for what is sometimes called the humanisation of the National

Health Service,

The Service has been intensely conscious of this duty laid upon it in

recent years. There have been studies of very many aspec,s

in which the individual comes Lnto contact with the Service -- visiting,

noise, food and catering, and communications. Yes - there was a very

important professinal report on communiations between the hospital and

the patient, which is one of the most vital parts of the subject, and this

re::ort was commended to the whole Service a few months ago. In particular,

a tremendous amount of work has been done on those boundary lines where

the patient passes from one part of the Service to another, an admission to

hospital and on discharge from hospitaL. All this is evidence that the

Service is alive, as it must be alive, to its ultimate dedication to the

patient.

Wilien the State, through its various agencies, is spending 01,000

million a year upon a great Service, there is an ever present duty laid

upon all of us in that Cervice, a dutL: which I myself accept to the full,

to be conscious every moment of our time,and to express our consciousness

by the way we act and behave, that the Service is given its meaning,

is given its justification and is given i s unity by one thing only, its

duty to the individual suffering man or woman.

Because the lijotion calls on the Conference to recognise Vie. truth,

I ask you to pass it with acclamati n.
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The CHAIRMAN: Thank you, 1;:inister, for a fine speech and another great

account of progress.

Ae shnU now deal with the Amendment first. I shall put to the

Conference the Amendment standing in the name of Miss Spokes which you have

printed an your supplementary Agenda.

Those in favour of the Amendment...? Those against...?

I declare the Amendment carried unanimously.

(Amendment adopted unanimously )

I now put the Resolution as amended to Conference, Those in

favour...? Those against...? I deciaLe the Resolution carried 

unanimously.

(Resolution as amendc, adutd unanimously.

The Conference now adjourns for lunch. We meet again at half-past 2.
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Extract from a sloeech by 7he Rt. Hon„ J. Enoch T--t-zell
(..Tolverha=ton South 'rhest),

inister of Health, tc a Rally for Youn 70ters at
Illinster on Friday 20th SeoteliTher, 1963.

I'or those ...7ho be votirs7 for the fil-st tisiie at the

next General Election the essential issue is the same as it

-2Gr. those votinss in 1553, in 1955 and in 1951. It has 

not beeu so_eho altereh by the fact that at each cf those

elections a Conservative ms:Jority r:s_s- returned. :hat issue 

is -betJeen two lirectly cycosei vies's ca 7,1-o7ernment, t:ro

oo_f_pletely diffefent ideo:s of h(7, the nation's affairs should

- f,..ccordin3 to one vi,Th that (-.2 the Laloour Rarty, 

L,he—t—re of the econ=i- afft the sho- iDeof society oni_i;ht to be

d-ccils:,. by Coverns:.ent, nhich mao for this o2r.lrio:ole be aiven

1:G..C:-.0to -,lirect and cuntrol every sis::hif;chL activ'ty of

the 'nlIvIus7 citizen. Ihe other -view, tho:t of the 

0ofservtive harty, is that the -,=er to take kecisicas ouht

to he s-erl as -1.1oly as iossitle: if the r.o=t7,7's -nT;.tu-oe

is the vision e- klichielT:e of a sL,1,alc:hro-et: of

he

it h-,71

cho-Tse betr:esn these to-_, ..,lterhatives ls rlot 7ore:judiced,

mair: -1?Cohserv'ative

It is not a :21.ollo_hich r7ro:;s, old or stale

or CcE:o".1.,7, 2-Ice is 1-:ec'olir or local to Criti-n; it is 

the e isO choice bstreen a free smle,, J and a arcioty in

-,00neksz,e - - • --

once to

7rohoon2e 41
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PLEASE Ch7CK CAREFULLY FOR AFLY DEVIATION ITJ DELIVERY

Text of a speech by The Rt. :on. J. -Enoch 70'7ELL,
M.B.E., ".P. (Wolverhampton,
of Health, at the Gallovay Unionist Association
Summer Fete, Castle Kennedy, "ligtomshire on 1-ednesday,

24th July,  1963.

You will rot expect from me, a stranger to Gallo7ray and a

mere English minister, any detailed reference to issues and

conditions which are special to this part of the world; but I

am glad to be bearer today of one piece of nemof local concern.

The Board of Trade have aiTreed to offer financial assistance

under the Local Employment Act to the establishment of a clothing

factory in Straaraer. The Board of Trade are advised that the

project has good prospects, and I wish it every success. But

if local problems and conditions are the web of politics, national

policies and principles are the warp; and there is overwhelming

importance for Scotland in the great issue on which national

politics today turn and on which, if we are not distracted by

what is irrelevant, the next election will be decided. Of this 

I want to speak.

The choice between socialism and the free society and

economy for which the Unionist Party stands, is not some abstract

philosophical ouestion, which matters nothim;7 to ordinary people.

It matters very much; most of all Perhaps it matters to people

like those of this corner of Scotland, intensely independent in

outlook, determined to make their o= choices and go their own

ways, yet conscious of remoteness from the seats  of  gov,anment

and the centres of communication.

The Socialist Party believe that all the dr,ciaions which

real17- matt,=,r about the economic life aho.

ought to be taken by the zapvrnment. Our economy, thoy say,

ought to be a p anned ecohomy. they have the chonce,

elar
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national plan will be made and will be enforced: "the full

resources of government will be needed", these are their own

words, "to make sure that it is carried out". They have told 

us that they intend to use licensing and controls, direction

of investment and national o-emership of land, to secure that

their will is done.

Let me ask the people of Galloway just this question:

"Where do you think the great national plan of socialism will be

made, which is to be forced upon you and me and the rest of us,

to tell us what to buy, sell, make, expert, import, save, invest?"

It is not going to be made in Stranraer. It is not going to be

made in Scotland. Of course not: it is going to be made in 

London, by a little coterie of top planners sitting in 7hitehall.

It has to be. If you are going to have national planning,

if you are going to centralise all the decisions that matter,

then those decisions can be taken in one place only, and that

place will be the centre. From there they must be imposed on

the nation at large by all the machinery of officialdom. 0 -eolde

people imagine that the bureaucracy and red tape, rationing and

controls of the years of Labour Government were just an accident

because it happened to be after the war. ITot a bit of it: 

these are the essence al Socialism, you cannot have socialism

without them. Only last week a Socialist ex- e d -erospective 

Minister, Douglas Jay, was shedding tears over "the excellent

organising machine, perfected during the war and available in

l9',5" which "has been dism,7,ntled and demoralised by the Tories".

There is only one system ever discovered under uhich

the man in Galloway has just as much influence as the man in

Whitehall. That system is free enterprise - or capitalism,

if you like: there is no ned to be shy of the word. Tf 

the man in -hitehall is not to dictate to us, then the alter-

native is that ,ze all take the decisions ouselve, lpy sajinE

at
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what we want to do with our uoney and our effort and OUP savings.
7:e say this through the market; we say it through prices;

we say it through rates of interest; we say it through the
choice of the consumer. Then it comes to the consumer choosing,
the voice of people in Galloway is ziust as loud and just as
effective as the voice of people in Edinburgh or London or
anywhere else. In fact, as I often tell my fellocountry-

men in 'ales, consumer choice is the true "home rule", always
and everywhere.

/Tn a free economy,
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In a free economy, Euch as the Unionist ;arty stands for,

the decisions of individuals in all parts of the country add

up to the decision of the nation itself on how best to direct

its efforts and use its resource . Lxperience teaches us 

that the decision so taken is often wiser and truer than the

cleverest collection of planners would have arrived at.

There are plenty of reasons for this. For one thing

the planners can never command all the information, all the

infinity of detail, that is necessary to a right decision.

For another thing, a central plan is always rigid: things

are changing while it is being worked out, and once it is

announced and proclaimed, we have to wait till it is hopelessly

out of date before anyone dares to alter it. How different

from the ceaseless revision to which firms and industries and

individuals are all the time subjecting their plans and their

intentions; thus change comes naturally, ouietly and swiftly,

before the economists have got around to noticing. Then again, 

if anybody makes a mistake in drawing up a central plan, the

mistake is enormous in its consecuences just because it is nation-

wide. Think how often in the last ten or fifteen years the

assumptions which the planners made were wrong. They were

wrong about the capacity of the building industry, wrong about

the demand for coal, wrong about the dollar shortage that was\

to last a generation wrong about the pattern of our export

trade, wrong about steel. On the other hand, when we look at 

our biggest auccesses, at the lines and the markets on which

our export Performance and our -,;,rosperity depend today, we find

them in directions where the planners of ten years ago never

How lucky we did not rely on them:

Of course, there are many decisions which the Government

takes and must take on behalf of the nation as a whole - decisions

in foreign affairs and defence, decisions about the public

services and social welfare. Put that is all the more re son to 

guard, and not to throw away, the ability of the nation to shape

its economic future through the free choice of its citizens.
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PLEA2E CHECK CARTTULLY FOR AM" DEVTATION TN DELIVERY

Text of speech by The Rt. Hon. Enoch Pg7ELL,
(Mil.), M.A., (7olverhampton, S.7.) Minister cf 
Health, at the Golden ;Jubilee of the Bromsgrove
Unionist Club on Saturday, 6th July, 1963.

For years at a time the life of a Party can run on without

the need for it to reassert its pui7ose and its principles.

Especially does this h=pen to a Party supporting a government in

office. Administration is only Dart, -perhaps the lesser Dart,

of the business of government. Certainly, the Dolitician and the 

administrator are diffePent beings, and are intended to be so.

But there is always so much to be done, great and small, if) the

government's share of the natior's affairs, that the decisions of

each day may rightly and properly absorb a i7reat deal of the

attention of a Iparty 71-,ioh the elctorate has entrusted e/ith the

duty of Toverning. Good adminstration - msaning efficient, 

economical, rational, prudent administration - is not to be

despised. Tt is the bread and butter of public life. But it 

is not the Thole story; politics is about much more than that.

So there come from time to tims moments in the life of a

party when it needs to talk politics again; Then it once again

needs to tP17 Itself and others, loud and clear, 7hat it stands

for; vhen it needs to say plainTv -hat it verb7 and aims at

and what hind of futee it ,sishes for the L,AuJ.on. I bpelieve

om-nt hss co7t7,' for ths Conservative Party now.

7s have had almost 12 yea oic' contiru ls aJeelnis!..ration,

coring incessan ly, at home anf abroad, .yith the events of the

day, the moy=ents of the outside 'Jori , the debts and debris

of t e past. have scn same of n7r11- as7)-1Pations de .._;at d or

deferred, some of our faith thi-hLh_ end -oasons tarnishc:d;

/some of our
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some of our purposes modified or blunted. There is the sense of

an era passing, of one phase in our party's life yielding place to

another. What we most want at this moment is to speak out boldly,

defiantly, even •latantly, the basic things we believe in and

stand for.

First, then, we are a capitalist party. Te believe in

capitalism. When we look at the astonishing material achievements

of the 7est, at our own high and rising physical standard of living,

we see these things as the result, not of compulsion or government

action or the superior wisdom of a. few,, but of that system of

competition and free enterprise, rearding success and penalising

failure, which enables every individual to participate by his

private decisions in shaping the future of his society. 7.flcause 

we believe this, we honour profit competitively earned; we

respect the ownership of property, great or small; we accept the

wPa7.th and income without v:hich competition and

free ,-nterprise are impos:3ible. If there is one single

explanation of the contrast which exists today between the countries

we call "urd-rd-velopod" ard the advand sci2ties of the West,

that explanation is that these soci(-ties have enjoyad for

generations the benefits of capitalist free enterprise, whereas

the "underdeveloped countries" have not.

7,ut our reasons for upholding the free economy of capitalism

a-a not merely, perhaps not even mainly, mat rial ones. We 

believe that a society where men are free to take economic

decisions for themselves - to decide how they will aorly their

incomes, their savin7.s, their efforts - is the only -__nT7_ of

society where men will remain free in other res-pects, fre in

sP,--ch, thought and action. Tt is no a''cidert that wherever the
stats has ta7ren economic dePision away from the citizen, it has
deiv,ed hm of his other liberties as well. It is not that there 

'sas some peculiarity in the character of the :'.ussians or tho other

Communist nations ':-hich predisoos-d th-m to servitud-e. It is 
that state sooialism is incomes elbIe yith individual liberty of
thoup:ht, speech and a^tion: you mow choose anLL: or tho other:

you cannot have them both.
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7Ie uphold the caeitalist free economy, then, as much

more than a mechanism for ensurino that the nation gets the

best material return from its eneri7ies an,1 resources: we

uphold it as a way of life, as the counterlpart of the free

society, which guarantees, as no other can, tb.at men shall

be free to make their own choices, ri:zht or wrong, wise or

foolish, to obey their own consciences, to follow their own

initiatives.

7Ie believe that the outcome of a nation thus exercising

its awn free choice will be wiser and better than any caucus

of economists or any cor,ittee of socinlogists could have

contrived for it. Unlike our coponents, we are not sc con-

 

ceited as to ascribe a suT:erior wisdom to 7.overnment or the

st-cte, j,Ist because it is government or the state. On the 

contrary, we have a healthysceoticism about them, which pre-

diseoses Us not to ask theE cr allow theE to manage thino-,s

which beople can aanaie for themselves. ",re= think we see not 

one or two but Eany insta-oces 'in cdr 20U,711 island story"

where the natiuti's instinct has found out a wiser and better

'oath than any statesman or administration would have laid down

if they had been iven the c r belieye this is true 

of our constitution; we believe it is true of our economic

life. Indeed, in the last decade and a half, ':fe can all 

think of instance after instance where the planners and the

economists were wron, crasnly wrong - wrond aboat the

caoacity of the building industry, \7;rtn:7 about the deEand for

csal, wrchg about the dollar shortaEe that s;as to l st a

;7;eneration; and when we look at our biest socesses, the

lines and the markets on -which our e:::port perfohhance depends

today, -o find theol in l_irectionc e the -olanersof ten

yaars ago never looked. lucky we did nt rely on ther..i:

51.i.t 11 the _,Jee es eie,hi accicTy, na4-

materialist, no.ithor is it in,Uuman, k nation's Eaterial

life, ie is true,
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life, it is true, depends on the economy; as We produce, so

we shall consume. But a nation, like man, does not "live by 

bread alone"; a nation, li,e the individuals which combose

it, is much more than a oiece of economic machinery.

great oart cf the efforts of a civilised community are devoted

to ourooses which are not economic at all, but humane and

human, altruistic if you please. Look at our vast exoendi-

 

ture, -,01,000 million a year and more, upon the rational

ealth Service. I would scorn to justify it - even if the 

assertion were true - on the basis that somehow it promoted

economic and productive efficiency. It is combletely triumph-

 

antly, justified on the simple ground that a civilized-

compassionate nation can do no other. It, a,O' all the other 

social services, is the corporate recognition by the corr,ounity

of its cor-mon oblip7ation to its individual members. But 

here we come to another of those great principles by which we

hold.

7e believe that the social services have the purpose

of eroviding for the members of the community, or for a section

of it, those conditions which cou  anity action, and only com-

munity action, oan provide. Tt follows that as circumstances 

change and affluence incroases, the scope and content of the

social services ought to change too. reeds which formerly 

called for state action to meet them, people become ab7e to

meet in their can way, from their egn resources, without

invoking the help of tre cogourity. heanwhile new purposes, 

new social needs, emerge and become visible, which in Our own

day need corvoon action if they aec to be satisfied.

7fe do not, li-ke our oy : onents, see the social servic

as destined to covr an ever wder area of individual and

life ntil only frills, and not all of these remain

within Private discre, Socialism irie always 

seer the social servios as ao canine for subiectirce the social

/lii of the tion
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life of the nation t(7 the state as completely as they would

subject its economic life: nationalisation of our society,

as the ccmTpanion piece to nationalisation of our economy.

That is why, for instance, they make no secret of their deter-

mination to obliterate private choice altogether in the

sectors of education and of health. 7:e en the contrary see 

the social services as an instrument, net for dominatirg

people's lives and reducing them to a uniform eouality, but

for doing just those things which, at a given moment of time,

the organisation of the state is alcne capable of doing

These things wi:1 alter aslife and conditions alter; and as

they alter, so the social services should move across the

sPlectrum of human needs, relinsuishing some, assuming resp,rnsi-

bility for others.

A free economy, a free society, a government which serves

but does not asrire to dominate - these are much of the content

of our Conservative belief. They are not the whole. -You 

know the old Disraeli tag about the Conservative Party that

"if it is not a national party, it is nothing". I will risk 

usirer a word that has been much abused, and say that if the

Conservative Party is not a nationalist party, it is nothing.

Tle do believe that cur country has a unique place and functien

in the world, and that a consciousness of this and a pride in

it are the rroper and necessary backround to the citi7en's

indiv'.dual life and work and asrirations. 4 is not

7Klim-eism or Chauvinism or Jingoism. It does not recuire that
_th.e .

we should live in the 7Dast of a world-wide embire and/dom.inion

of the seas, rteLt ecually it does not re'iuirc that we should

go to the other extl'eme ct' selt'-debreciation, luxuriating in

a fi-f'th-rate nation mentality  arid  tellinw oursel,:os and others

t-ost  ive are "at the bottom of the Leaue". 77''JCpatriotism

lies in neither of these delusloms, It lies in a fir's, clear 

aorraisal ef the real werld arond us, combined -with faith

/that the
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that the reserv s of enerl7y, or resourc, of enterprise from

which our past achievements scrang are not exhausted. It 

forbids us to cast a7iay anything that gives this country a

voice, an identity, an influence in the world. This - and 

not some abstruse and complicated problem cf strategy - is

the reason why Britain's uossessien and retention of an inde-

pendent nuclear force is so profound a dividing issue between

ourselves and our opponents. Britain today stands in need 

of a patriotism, sober and realistic, yet resolute and

inspiring. Only the Conservative Farty can help the nation 

to fi,ld it and o live by it.

End



A Luncheon held at Broadmoor Hos ital on 
26th June 1963 to commemorate its centenar

Broadmoor Hospital, along with the two other special

hospitals, is in the direct management of the Minister of Health.

It ought therefore to occupy a peculiar place in his interest and

affections. This administrative reason is reinforced by reasons

of other kinds. From the nature of its work, Broadmoor cannot 

attract the general sympathy and notice which are safely taken

for granted by other hospitals: little popular 02 electoral

a'opeal is exerted by attention or expenditure devoted to

Broadmoor. All the more therefore is it the duty of a Minister 

to throw his weight into the other scle if Broadmoor is to get

even its fair share of interest and money. For my own part,

I would go further still. I consider there is no surer 

touchstone of the civilisation of a conr-o_nity than the

manner in which it cares for its mentally afflicted members; and

among that group those whose mental affliction is of a kind which

peculiarly excites fear and aversion are the most acid test of

all. It is incumbent on the Minister of Health to see to it

Oat this country has no reason to be ashamed of its performance

in that test.

I believe there is much to be done at Broadmoor and for

Brcadmoor before we can face that test with equanimity; and

7 want to use this centerary commemoration to announce a number

of policies and decisions which will equip us better to meet it.

/This hospital
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This hospital was built for just over 500 patients. After

the addition of one block at the beginning of the century, its

pulation increased to over 800. Then in the 1950's, in 

common with mental hospitals generally, it experienced great

pressure and numbers rose to about 930 in 1955. Treatment 

under these conditions was bound to be severely hampered; but

great efforts have been made in recent years to preserve and

strengthen the therapeutic character of the hospital.

Reduction in numbers

These efforts have been attended already with some success.

The numbel7 of patients is now back to the more manageable figure

of about 830. More important still, the annual intake and 

discharge has doubled since 1956: in 1956 74 patients were

admitted and 86 were discharged or transferred or died; in

1962 131 patients were admitted, and 133 were dii:charged,

transferred or died, not counting 24 who were repatriated. This
, —

pi vemert-t, though it owes a little to certain physical

improvements, is attributable almost wholly to the skill,

devotion and energy of the Broadmoor staff - medical staff,

nursing staff, and ancillary staff of all kinds. They are 

entitlec to be thanked and congratulated for what they have

achieved already; but we cannot stop tLere.

Broadmoor is still overcrowded and its therapeutic work

thereby hampered; it is still lacking in many of the facilities 

needed for care and cure; the quality of its accommodation still

/falls in
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falls in many respects below what is acceptable in a moaern

hospital. Moreover, with the Mental Health Act, there will be

more opportunity than before for the work which Broadmoor is

specially designed to do, and the hospital must be enabled to

accept and fulfil these enlarged responsibilities.

I have therefore to announce a five-year programme of

extension and improvement, to begin this year and to be carried

through at a total estimated cost of ill million. I will not 

weary you with the details of the programme but you will be

interested to know broadly what is planned.

A five- ear ro ramme

The male side of the hospital is to be thoroughly upgraded

so as to bring it up to the standard of a good mental hospital.

The sanitary facilities will be improved and extended, the

day rooms redecorated in a modern style, completely refurnished

and given new lighting; the single rooms will be furnished and

prcvided with new lighting and, where necessary, with heating;

dining rooms and dormitories will be refurnished, beds improved

and corridors given new lighting and new flooring. There

are to be structural improvements in all the blocks, but major

changes will be made in the maximum security block, where the

intention is to turn the first floor into a self-contained unit

with the highest degree of security, having occupational

facilities, so that patients do nol 1 zve to move away from the

/The female
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The female side of the hospital is to be 4+19.grerdeti. and to

some extent reconstructed. One of the two blocks is to be 

upgraded in the same way as the male side of the hospital,

second blockiii-tl be reconstructed and ;T;4.-1.--n.,-Qmo.e an

active nursing unit. It will provide about 25 beds for the most 

difficult patients, including new admissions, and will be capable

of subdivision into two or three sub-units. All living and 

sleeping accommcdation will be on the grcund floor and the

upper floor will be devoted entirely to occupation and recreation.

This will involve the demolition of some of the most

unsatisfctory parts of the block and the construction of two new

single storey wings, each containing single rooms for nursing

those who need the highest degree of security. It is also 

intended to provide on the women's side a large building for

physical recreation and substantially to increase the area of

land within the security wall. Both these measures will provide 

the increased elbow-room which is so badly needed for the

treatment of difficult psychopathic patients.
--

For the hospital generally,a new block of workshops, capable of

providing occupation for about 200 patients, will be started early

next year. This will make it possible to dispense with some of the

old workshops which have come to the end cf their useful life, and

will also provide enough additional occupational facilities to

meet all foreseeable needs. When the new workshop block is

/completed
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completed a new recreation hall will be built on the site of

the old workshops. The existing hall, as well as being an 

unsatisfactory building, is quite incapable of meeting all the

demands which are made on it, and a second hall will make

possible a valuable extension of the recreational and

educational facilities of the hospital. A completely new 

kitchen will be built.

Staff: Housin and numbers

Finally, for the staff, there is to be a substantial

programme of house building. This is needed partly because 

there are not enough houses to meet present requirements, and

partly in order to meet new needs as the staff expands and to

help in recruitment. It is also necessary to replace a 

number of the existing houses - some of them built in 1863 -

which are no longer suitable for modern living.

Such in outline is the programme for the physical

modernisation and improvement of Broadmoor. In itself it will 

contribute to the necessary elimination of overcrowding; but

Broadmoor cannot concentrate on the work which Broadmoor alone

can do unless patients who no longer need that special care or

treatment can find accommodation elsewhere. In co-operation 

with Regional Hospital Boards and local authorities my

department hope in due course to red..ce the number of patients

on the women's side to 100. On the men's side the aim is to

get numbers gradually down to about 500. I emphasize that

/this
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this does not mean the exclusion from Broadmoor of any patient

who needs or still needs its care or treatment. On the 

contrary it means that the patients who do need this care and

treatment will be able to receive it more intensively and

under conditions of even higher security. It goes withot:t 

saying that this more intensive work implies a larger and

more varied stafft A survey of medical and other staff

requirements is being made at this moment,arted In the course

of 44 such catEgories as psychologists, teachers, physical

training instructors and occupational officers will not be

overlooked.

A new uniform

In regard to the nursing staff I have one small, but

perhz,ps not unimportant announcement to make. It is not 

only the buildings which are all too strong a link with the

past. I imagine everyone who has visited Broadmoor has been 

struck by the prison-type uniforms of the male nursing staff —

old-fashioned, uncomfortable to wear (especially in summer),

and tending strongly towards dowdiness. Uniform, both in 

design and detail, is nowhere more important than at Broadmoor,

where it ought to serve -*ea purpose-9i security, by rendering

the staff immediately recognisable as such, and morale, by

sustaining their self-respect and esprit de corps. To design 

a new uniform was therefore an exceptionally difficult task;

/and
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thinking that nothing but the best vs‘a,s---ge.o.4 errargia for

Broadmoor I approached my old wartime comrade, Hardy Amies, and

asked for his help. He gave it most generously; and I am 

glad to say that, thanks to his efforts and the co-operation

of the staff, new uniforms which give satisfaction to all will

be on issue next year.

Finally, there is one adjunct which every hospital ought

to have and which Broadmoor has hitherto lacked. Every

hospital ought to have its league of friends. Broadmoor needs 

one more than most, because its patients come from all over

the country, with consequent prob:ems for their relatives and

themselves, and also because of its special need for pubic

understanding of what it is and what it does. For these same 

reasons the formation of a league is something that calls for

exceptional skil) and wisdom. I am grateful to be able to 

say that Lady Moncicton, the Chairman of the National

Association of Leagues of Hospital Friends, has agreed to

take this task in hand; plans are well advanced and I expect

that an active league will be in existence before the year is

out.

These then are the birthday presents we bring to Broadmoor

in its centenary year. For staff and for patients they offer 

better opportunity and brighter hope.

/The:
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The task of Broadmoor is among the most difficult in

all our hospital services; the success with which Broadmoor

performs it is a test of the humanity and insight of all

of us. That is why I say, in no spirit of paradox but 

in sober earnest, that only the best ought to be thought

good enough for Broadmoor.
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energy, oi resource, of cuterrise, _ro

Tang, are not exhausted; tilc:t tP_epc is a0 ccuse craveiy o
 

we have somehow altcred anC cnIn La 03 '0 Ernstu-n

"to strive, to seek, to fine"i tnat our l'utupe hill

our past but not less ,reLlt.

;',uch is the Part' sucn ro t_e rioci ls , idn it is Zor to

serve.
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a

Nowadays we are all supposed to talk about "Britain in

the Nineteen-Seventies". In fact, "Britain in the Nineteen-

 

Seventies" has almost superseded that transatlantic phrase,

"The New Frontier" as the cliche of the year. No political 

44141., no pamphlet, no summer school programm4 seemSto be

considered complete without it.

There is only one thing we know for sure about Britain

in the nineteen-seventies: it will not be like we think. If 

we were to try tc predict what Britain will be like ten or

fifteen years from now - what it will be manufacturing and

exporting and to where; how it will be amusing itself and how

its social life will be changing; which problems of

the present will have been solved and ,:lhat new ones will have

emerged - one thing is certain: our predictions would be hope-

lessly out. They would be as wrong as the predictions and 

assumPtiens of ten or fifteen years ago have proved to be taiE',y-

as wrong as the assumptions about the post war world on which

the wartime planners worked.

That is almost as certain is this: if we could force the

Britain of the nineteen-seventies into the mould of our present

thoughts and forecasts, it would be a drabber and a poorer

country than the one which we shall see. The possibilities 

oPen to us are always far more varied, the onnortunities infi-

nitely wider, than the cleverest economists and the wisest

planning committees suspect. The nation will find them for 

itself, the neople will sense them and wrk them out - in the

they have done in the :east - if onlp thep are given



the freedom to do so, if only they have the courage to keep

that freedom.

For Britain the one fatal course would be a policy which

put ali the decisions that really matter into the hands of a

little group of men who think they know best. The Socialists 

make no secret that this is what a Labour Government would mean.

They have told us plainly that they will decide what Britain

is to invest in, to manufacture, to export; they will decide

what the customer is to want, what the consumer is to have;

they have promised that, if given thA.,chance, they will force

their decisions on the future - by controls, by licensing, by

public ownership, by taking over the land.

Under such a policy, the Britain of the nineteen-s venties

would be a land of lost opportunity.
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For some time now people generally have been aware of the

fact of the rise in the national birth rate which has been

occurring over the last eight years. we have reference to it in

connection with maternity beds, for instance and school places.

That has not been widely realised is the extent to which this

wholly unexpected and unpredicted development has transformed the

orospects for the size and the character of our oopulation as the

20th Century draws on.

I can illustrate that transformation with a very few figures.

As recently as 1955the forecast was that at the end of the
century our population would be almost exactly as large as it is

now - that is to Fay for England and Tales, about 46-i- million.

The proportion of people over retirement age would have risen to

nearly one in five; the pr000rtion of children of compulsory

school age would have fallen to under one in five. It would have

been an older as well as stationary population.

Today the Registar General has published his latest forecast.

This takes account of the rise in the birth rate in recent years,

and although it errs, if at all, on the side of caution, it

reckons with an increase in the size of families as well as with

more and earlier marriages and shorter intervals between children.

The contrast is startling. At the end of the century our

population will be over one third lareer - nearly 64 million for

England and wales. What is more, it will Le younger instead of

older; oeople over retirement age will have fallen to one in

seven, while children under 15 will have risen to over one in

four. It will be a much younger as well as a much larp-er nation.

What kind of policies will match the needs of a nation

loa,cing forward to such a renewal? First the - licies of the

Labour Party, which. fi 1-is tooth and nail every characteristic

/change of cur time



change of our time, economical and social. They are not the

policies of Socialism, which bell_ ves that every national

decision that matters should be centralised in the hands of

Government - the sure prescription for trying to make the

future resemble the Past. Over eachasis on security, defence

of vested interests in things as they are, rigidity of doctrine,

intolerance of free choice - thtse are the faults which disaualify

Socialism for leadership in our time.

The policies to match a nation which is growing and renewing

itself are those of the Tory Party, which believes that people

themselves should be given une maximum scooe to work out their

own future and which recognises, welcomes and helps forward the

changes in the world about us instead of runhing avay from them.

-E-ND
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ERUCT S-FETY TEST=

Mr. Powell on Misappreheasiens

7,2„s Minister of Heolth, Mr. Enoch Nowell, speaking at the hnnual

dinner of the hssociation cf British Pharmacuctical Industries in London tonight,
said:
When I was among your guests two years ago, I put before you some thoughts on.

the peculiar commercial relationship between the piarmetoeutioal industry and the

Minister of Health. I have the duty to procure the use of your ethical products for 

the National Health Service on as favourable terms as I reasonably can, and the

Voluntary Price Regulation Scheme provides the framework within which to do this.

You must not blame me - I know that you do not - if I try my best to do my duty.

If any of you were in my position, I know that he would see this task in the same

way as I do and would pursue it with equal vigour.

But it would be wrong to conclude that in seeking the lowest reasonable prices

I am oblivious of wider considerations, I am well aware of the importance to the 

national well-being cf a vigourous and prosperous pharmaceutical industry, contribu-

ting to the advancement of medicine by a costly research programme, and the nation's

economy by a large export trade. The latest information about the volume of research, 

the volume of exports and even the volume cf profit in the pharmaceutical industry

does not su&oest that anything I have done has reduced your industry to impotence

or penury.

Nor would I have you think that I have any sympathy with the misrepresentation

and even vilification cf the pharmeceutical industry which we sometimes hear from

various quarters, privileged and unprivileged. I understand that you must find this 

very hurtful, It politician, who lives his whole life being publicly abused, mis-

repres nted and traduced, &:etsso used to it that he needs to remind himself what a

very strange, unpleasant and shocking experience it is to those who have not volun-

teered for the career of an hunt Sally. I know that when this happens, some peorle 

exrect to hear the voice of the Minister promptly raised - ard tUily reported - in

loud defence of the industry and repudiation of the allegations; and when they do

not, they conclude the Minister is "no friend of the industry". This is a fallacy. 

''evertheless, you will have noticed that not only do 1 never offer countenance to

such misrepresentation, but on the contrary, since I wos lest with you, many remarks

appreciative of the industry, have Eone on the re.ord. These have been temperate

but sincere, like everything which emanates from the Elephant and Castle. Thov seem 

to me the sort of correction tc perspective which can appropriately be made from time

to time by one who is your well-wisher without being your Public Rlations Officer.

h Minister of Health who was in danger of being mistaken for the industry's P.R.O.

would not be the industry's "best friend"; he might in fact prove in the long run

to be ore of its worst enemies.

Our commercial relations de not extend over the whole of your concerns. We

have comparatively little to say to each other about your hon-ethical products and

etill less about your vetininary products, which for Paley of you I know constitute

a large port of your business. lyen on yo= thio al products our relations are by

no means always commercial. It is to some hi 7 reletions that 

would like to refer.
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Thalidomide  

1962 was - difficult year for the pharmaceutic 1 industry. I do not mean econ-
omically; that is 'os it may be. I mean tholidomide. Thalidomide taught lessons, and
same of them may be of lasting benefit and blessing. It also aroused or confirmed
public misaprrehensions, natural and even pathetic, but which are potentially capolle
of doing serious damage unless confronted and olleyed.

One such misapprehension is that it could possibly be in the interest of any
pharmaceutical manufacturer to promote or morket d drug, of which the toxicity and
effects had not been subjected to the most effective and relevant tests that contem-
porary knowledge could suggest. Of course, the very idea is absurd. On the crudest
commercial grounds alone it must be so, if there were no others; and there are many
others. That is why I said in Farlioment that "there is no reason to suppose that
the manufacturers are not fulfilling, their responsibilities absolutely fully". That
is why Lord Cohen's Sub-Committee reported that "the chaeoaceutical indostry os a whole
discharges its responsibilities for the experimental laboratory testing of new drugs
effectively within the limits of existing knowledge", and recommended thot this
responsibility should remain with the individual manufacturer and "not be transferred
to a central authority". This is why the Government hove accepted thot view and that
advice.

.2nother misapprehension is that it is possible to devise machinery, formal or
informal, which will g-aarantee the safety of new drugs and their freedom fron unsuspected
qualities. There is not. If people went this guarantee, the only way to get it is to
stop medical progress and innovation eltogether. and even then, we might not be safe.
The truth may be uncomfortable; but the truth is that no absolote security is to be
had. Indeed, os Lord Cohen's Committee pointed cut, safety itself is e relative term
in this context, relative to the nature of the disorder, relative to the efficacy of

the drug, relative to the condition of the potient, and so on.

Therefore, while the Government hove accepted, and are octing on, the advice -b
establish a Committee on the Safety cf Drupe, it would be irresponsible to pretend
that this or any other system, voluntary or statutory, can role out risk or make the
researcher and the doctor aware of possibilities which medicine end science has not
yet suspected. The motives to apply ths etmost care ond skill ore there already: they
are therein your induetPy: they arc there in the medical Profession. ;:c must bewore
lest, in seeking to miike assuronce doobly sure, we do not weaken the sense of respon-
sibility of any individual in the chain which leods from laboretory to sickroom.

Not e llinistr,, Committee

I have seen toe intended Committee described s e "Committee of oae oinistry of
hea lth". The innocent genitive preposition "of" could hardly he more misleoding-

True. it is thet the -ealth kinisters will be the vehicles of arointuent, _ d -iso cf
giving effect, b we:7 of publicity, to the Co= ,tee's advice; bet the Committee will
be "of the Pinistry Health" in no other sense. Indeed it is on_kebl e that 
individuals of the eminence which alone can ci- sech body aehecrity ad volue,
would sumit to any Influence 'out tlie force of tr-lose ,oientific con31 Dr:tiona which
r..'-.ust le t:loir
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analysis, in the hands of the medcul profession, with Whom it rests to -prescribeor

not to prescribe; :_nd the Gevernmont have been assrcd of tne iledical profession's
su.prort.

On tho other hand such a scheme, whatever its basis, must operate in a manner

Which commends itself to the :1-cod sense of the pharmaceutical industry, who will

retain their individual resronsibility unimpaired. It is therefore of ,ne nic-nesL
importance that tho industry, through this ;:ssociation, has offered its co-operation
and will be consited in tne worhin: out of the details of the s,..,ame. I should like
to express my appreciation, and that of my collea7ue tne Scottish Health Minister,

of the industry's offer of co-operation and, incidentally, my Personal recomition
of the wisdom and helpfulness cf LT. -iiheeler, than whom the industry could have had

no one abler to represent it.

Ministr-, of Health,

.Llexander gleminQ.- House,

London, S.E.1.
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Every nation, to live healthily and to live happily,

needs a patriotism. Britain to-day, after all the changes

of the last decades, needs a new kind of patriotism and

is feeling its way towards it. This new patriotism will

not bo foulided on wistful imagining that the great rast has

not gone beyond recall; or on pretence that the Com7onwealth

is more than it really is or something different from what

it really is; or on airy talk about Britain's "leadership

here or "leadership" thero will it be founded on

a comfortable Quietism, which looks forward to a olacid

life of steadily rising well-being, where nothing will

ever hurt very much er change very much, a kind of cosy

super welfare state. The only patriotism worth having 

for Britain in the rest of the t7lentieth century will be

fourded on a cool appraisal of C-112 real strength and our

real potentialities, no more and also no less. Ho nation 

can dispense with pride ir what it is or hope for what

it is to be. Whatever may have been the past, the basis 

of that pride and that hope for Britain to-day is over-

whelmingly economic.

_A. rapidly growing population, which will become

younger as the century preceeds; the ccncentraton of this

ociou ation in the small compass cf a country magnificently

endowed with communications interne.1 and external;

situation as uniQuely spt new for all manner of trade

and intercourse as it hi,,s teen at amp tioe since the

cpening of the 1Tew Wcrld. - the a Tre th
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pride in and tc draw hone from. The policy which matches

such a natriotism is not a policy which takes counsel of

our f-ars - fears of unemnloyment, fears of congestion,

fears of not being cimpetitive, fears of change; it is not

a nolicy which denigrates and attacks the results of success

profits, 'wealth, or size; it is not a poliey which would

like to concentrate all the economic decisions that really

matte:- in a little group  of  planners at the centre.

It is a policy which wants to meet change half way,

which tries to widen the field for enterprise and competition,

which is not afraid to leave imoortant decisions to be

taken by -people for themselves, which rewards and encourages

success instead of penalising it, which is not ashamed

that the nation and its members should seek the\noxt return

from their efforts and their resources.
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International issue tables haps becoTe a craae,

people seeT icc like -,Dest the ones 7:hich Sritain deeh at

the batten. 7or T:,:r part, when there is notes that p ts us in

the first dlvision and at or near the top of it, I think -.;-.7e

selT.;ht not to hife it, hut tell ourselves eiidte7 7 the -borld.

There is lee-ys of th-Ts sort froh the katicrul Health

Service. Tn 1967 this country's fi:eures for infant 1-:10rtality

yrere the 1c7:ast ever. Tlh's is the eihth 1-- oino; that

cc hase 'orohen cur o,o7n record. It leaves only -r-our countries 

of any ihaortance still in front of us: Hslland,

Kor,7ay and ...=.2dstrlia, and oae are nm hard en thtir hscia, and

clesingE: up all the tihe, In tho last docads t.:e overtook the

UnitsC-_ States and have left the:: far behind.

lut infant hertality, odnich Teans *oaths sh the first

year of life, is only one of ths -t-,!-r,n ands -oy oh:i h the eafety

ei cith and chlieiso-c-- -7, -7 hLether L-T3

hertality, th.-7.t is isathe ef beters to

7ioures trhich are avci1a a EC far indicate tho._t in 1917 our

reateryal hortality rate sill also oe the 1,o7..Tt ev-r. Here,

too, t-e shall have beaten ipr cosn a-coraL moe ao:ain. :he 

rate today is litt-ss Tore than s third ef a'hat

ocu-,tria5 corie

cle, sut it seehs cleor thet oor iThr I91 rrri-77, ,ee

'oottcr than ths 191 fiTars coun.t-rif atth a rear

7gar:ulatian. So as --ape ttooti clh,.nce to Thhe ' of the

iT —sooent here than in e
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not happen just of their own accord. No doubt they are

partly areflection of continuously rising standards of living

generally in this country. But no one can deny a big share

of the credit to the professions concerned and to the improve-

ment which has been taking place, and still is, in every

aspect of the maternity services, These facts give the lie 

to any talk about maternity services breaking down or nutri-

tion being endangered because everybody's orange juice is no

longer subsidised. You do hot get results like this unless 

the services are advancing all the time, improving and

expanding.

The facts and figures I have given are a record of

achievement, but not an exercise in complacency. However

high in the league table we may be, there remains the challenge

to force down further towards the unattainable zero the dwind-

ling numbers of mothers and infants whose lives are lost.

Lest the picture be incomplete, let ne add another statistic:

the figure of stillbirths, or infants born dead. This figure

too fell to a new low record last year. The drop in recent 

years has been pronounced and encouraging, a fall of 14 per

cent, in four years - but here there are still a number of

countries oho do noticeably better. This should be an addi-

 

tional incentive to us to intensify our efforts.
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KING EDWARD'S HOSPITAL FUND FOR LONDON 
HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF COLLEGE

EUROPEAN COI: FERENOE

To consider the Hospital Services, their organisation
and scope in Western European countries.

GUPST NIGHT DINNER 
Thursday, 29th November, 1962.

SPEECi BY feE RT. HOT% J. EETOOH POJELL
M=STER OF HEALTH

My Lord Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, when I heard your descriptionof me just now, my lord chairman, I began to regret that I had missed the7 o'clock news. ( Laughter).

I am immensely happy to be able to congratulate the King's Fund thisevening upon the great success - and it is perfectly evident that this is a greatsuccess - cf the initiative which they took in organising this Conference, and totell all your guests here this evening how much "State medicine" - not a term thatwe recognise in this country - that is to say, the Ministry of Health and thewhole National Health Service, appreciate the independent and indispensable co-operation of the King's Fund in so many of their vital concerns.

It was long before anyone heard, or even thought, of the National HealthService that the King's Fund had to address itself to the cuestion "What is thedifference between a good and a bad hospital, good and bad hospital administration,and how do you find out which is which?" They had to de this - they had to findsome waT of answering this question, some way of establishing standards - becausethey had the duty cf distributing a relatively immense mass of charitable moneyfor the support of the then hospital services.

Their problem foreshadowed the problem, their responsibility foreshadowedthe responsibility, of a Minister of Health who would have to ask himself the samequestions in distributing the sum (revenue and capital) of 2500 million a yearover the nation's hospitals. For, indeed, unless that great decision of State,how this vast show of the national resoarces shall be distributed, is to beanswered either randomly or by some automatic formula, then Government, Minister,Department, and hospital service as a whole must address themselves to thosequestions and those researches to which sc much cf the work of the King's Fundis dedicated. Unless we are to accopt that the pattern of expenditure of one yearshall just be reproduced, perhaps wieh some enhancement, in the next; unlesswearo tn be content with sRme simple and obviously fallacieus populaties, f3rmula orother rule of thumb, then we all, all in the Health Service, have to ask ourselves"How do we determine Nov monev is best sTo,nt, hcw its 3curces are best aprlied, in



—

the hospit27 service?' and that means - by an almost exact translation -
"How the hospitel service is best to be administered?".

When one poses a problem of this kind, one grasps fcr some form ofmeasurement, and the form of measurement is to hand in financial terms.
believe that unless the financial control - the estimating and accounting - of
any administration, including a hospital administration, is strict and sound,then all else may well be in vain. But financial control is only the basis ofa judgment upon value; it is only the pro-condition of „answering the questionsto which we must know the solutions. Those ouestions are, "What value are wegetting for any particular expenditure of money?" and "How are we to be sure ofgetting the maximum value?".

When we in the hospital services address ourselves to those questions,
we reelise how difficult it is to find measurable quantities and how difficultto interpret the measurements when ycu have got them. One test after another,cost per patient, cost per bed, cost per patient per week, and se on and so on,
are all found upon examination to open a vista of problems, but not to solve them.We soon understand that this challenge of answering the question, "How do we best
administer a hosPital service?" is not one capable of a simple or Quick deter-mination, but one which will be the subject matter for continuing, intensive, andnation-wide study over years, and perhaps over generations. The affection in whichthe King's Fund is held by the Ministry of Health and the national Health Serviceis the recognition of the contribution which the King's Fund makes to th2t great
and continuing task.

We have found in the few years thatwe have existed as a Tational HealthService we have been driven year by year to realise cur ignorance of the inner
secrets of hosPital administration, and the need for research into them - researchin every form and at every level. It is evidence of that realisation that myDepartment is now eTlocating, year by year, sums of money specifically to research
into different aspects of hospital administration. To sraete just a few, ore have onhand at the moment projects to study the incidence of mental sub-normality in a wholeregion; to compare the oxrenditure upon health services in two similar centres ofPoPlilation, which look as though they ought to behave, in a similar way, but, in fact,act quite differently; in collaboration with you cf the Sund we 2re studying dis-posables in every form in hospitals; ws ars trying in pilot form a new and, we
hope, more effective form cf statistics of hegoital ao•tivity; and we are investi-gating what can be learnt if we traclg individual patients in thei- course throughhosPital treatment.

These subjects are, as they will seem to you to Pe, only random points
in a great field; subjects which have been thrown up ty Ohio, er that individualToroblem and to which the only resPonso ceuld he: "rjell, yes, of course we must
investigte th2t". But, as tir2e goes on, I believe that all of us together, the
independent bodies in tkis country and the I.Tational Health Service, will learn to.cover thg- field more system2tically. One of the pre-rocuisites fnr tIVH is th2t
,,Teshould each knew what the otlgyr is doing, Therefore I hope it will net only bewelcomadin this country but may be of some interost in Marone, that we are publishing
early next year as a firs±t essay, an attor-Hrt to list all the research projects



which to OUT knowledge are going on under any auspices in this country within
our field as administrators. You are helping us with this in the King's Fund,
and so is the Nuffield Foundation and the Hatfield Provincial Hospitals' Trust.

But ours is a long, deep, and continuing task. There will be nc easy
er quick formulae discovered; only that year by year we shall be endeavaaring
by common effort, and by the extension of knowledge and observation, to learn
more and to apply more of what efficiency in hospital administration means.
What a misleading expression that is! What a misleading sound the words
"efficiency in hospital administration" have! They convey just the wrong
implication; they convey something which heartless, indifferent, and perhaps
a little ruthless. Yet everyone who is in this room knows that efficiency in
hospital administration is directly in the interests of the hospital patient,
and that that the reason why we, all of us, pursue it not for its own sake, not
for some economic advantage, but because only se can we be sure that the resources
of which in our respective ways we dispose are being applied to the best benefit
of the hospital patient.

know that this is the spirit in whicil the King's Fand has brought us
all here tonight; and I know that I am speaking for all the guests of the Fund -
European and Heaven fcrgive me - I was about to say"FurePean and British" (laughter):-
well, overseas and native - when I say that we do thank you for your hospitality,
Honour you for your work, congratulate you on your success, and wish you an
extension o-F' it in time to come, (Acclamation).

• • • • • • • • • • •



Extract from a speech by The Rt. Hone
J,Enoch Powell, M.P., Minister of Health,
at the Scottish YounE Unionist Rally,
Peebles, 6 e.m, Saturday, 10th November,
1962.

It seems te be the fashion in some quarters to treat

the National Incomes Comaissioa aa a joke and the Government's

wage policy initiated last year as an episode of the past.

There eould hardly be a greater misconceytion.

In 1961 the Government of this country publicly

acknowledged as an object of national ol.icj that the total

rise in money inco les, one year with another, Should not be

at a higher rate then the rise in productivity. Nothing

can ever be quite the same again since that. The word

spoken does not return.

But the word snoken also doe- not bring automatically and

instantaneously its own fulfilment. The validity of the policy

Is unchallenged and unchalleneable: its realisati al requires

the abandonment of habits of thought and behaviour ingrained

from past generations which knew nothim; of the modern date's

unli—ited power to create new laoneynor of the danger and

7roblems which flow fro;, that ,oger. The dan,era and the

-,roblems of those generations 4ere as itiferent from those of

the present as the rest of the worla in which they lived was

different from ours,
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Yet we are still trying to use the institutions and methods

of wage-bargaining and income-fixing which they evolved,  and

to do our thinking with the same range of thoughts.

This will not  work because it cannot  work. But to change

it in a free society you must first convince people in general

that it cannot work and that it  must be  chnged. This is a

task of education and of moulding opinion, which is apt to be

a slow and a long one. The first, and necessary, stage was

the jolt of confronting the  country during the "pay pause"

and the following phase,  with the  • . of reconciling 

the sort of wag in  which we had. been, and Indeed still are,

deterning wages and other incomes with a healthy relationship

between tile rise  of incomes and the rise of national -productivity.

There had to follow, unless conformity was to be im'posed by a

Diktat, the long haul of relentlessly  keeping the recluirements

of that relationship before the eyes of all concerned -

-p-nivate employers, unions, public opinion, public employers

themselves. This is where the role of the National Incomes

Commission is crucial. Instead of different sectors and claims

"beii'g sidered in isolation, without regard to the national 

interet or the economy as a whole, they can now be seen and

- what matters supremely - presentEdto ublic judment in

their widest  bearins. It is thus that  opinion is m.ouldede
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I may add that the sole contribution of the Labour Party

to this, one of the vital debates of our time, has been

charactetically irrelevant and irroLzpon2ible, That

contribution has been to pretend that the problem of ,
ArtAi('

keeping inc(.ilTes an,', productivity in ste7) not-P.148e.
rm4-4,de.<,

if productivity were ri3in7; faster, This is n.-nsense and

dangerous nonsense. However fast real production rises,

money incomes can, and tend to, oversh-ot it, and recent

exaaples of this are before our eyes in Western EJrope.

In fact there are conditions in whic'' the risk of inflation

may be greater when production is ri ing fast than when

it is rising slowly. As usual, /the Labour Party have

ducked the facts, and are at the slaiAl-ototr2:ame of trying

to persuade the Electorate to do the same.



0 enin of The Rid ewa Trainin Centre
and New Ambulance De ot Warwick

Frida 9th November 19 2.

It is always a delight for an old "antelope" to return to

the vicinity of his former barracks in "renowned Marwick",

particularly so for such a purpose as brings me here this

afternoon.

Every week, somewhere in the country, a new training

centre for the mentally subnormal is being opened; every

fortnight, somewhere in the country, at least one new

ambulance station is being brought into use• I mention these

rather striking facts because I doubt if the public generally

yet realise the impetus with which our health and welfare

services of all kinds are now expanding and moving forward:

After all, we now already spend more on them than on the whole

of the General Medical Services:

But when I remind you that what is happening here today

in Warwick is typical of what is happening throughout the

country, it is not in my mind to disparage the importance of

this event for Warwick and the surrounding area. On the

contrary, this is a very important day indeed; for the

Ridgeway, which I look forward to seeing presently, is the

county's first purpose-built training centre for the subnormal.

It will both replace and expand the accannodation which

/exists
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exists for this work, and I know that the council regard it

as the beginning of an extensive programme which will give the

subnormal and theafamilies in Warwickshire opportunities as

good as they would have anywhere in the country.

At this formative stage in the development of our

local health services almost every new unit created is of

the nature of an adventure and an experiment. I never open

two that are exactly alike, and from each there is something

new to be learnt, which will guide its own authority in later

planning and contribute to the general fund of knowledge

and experience. Here, for example, you have combined with

the training centre accommodation for overnight stay or

short periods of residence which will make it possible to

take the burden of a child temporarily off its fam'ily at

times of crisis, or illness, or exhaustion; and I know what

a relief this can be. It will be interesting to see how this

experiment works out and what car be learnt from it.

There are today about 200 training centre places in the

countfy, and the programme for the next two or three years

will 40.61 about treble that number. Even then you will still

be pioneering, for it is not yet possible to estimate at all

/accurately
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accurately how large is the scope for training centres,

supported by home and hostel. I don't know if I have any more 

disturbing or challenging experiences in the course of my work

as Minister of Health than when I visit - often on the same

day - one of our large, sometimes over-large, hospitals for the

mentally subnormal and then a local authority's training centre,

for children or for adults. After all allowance made for 

impressions that may mislead, the contrast is often overwhelming

and inspires the resolve not to be content while any remain,

whether inside hospitz,l or out, who are capable of training or

employment or occupation in the community and are not receiving

it. Here, as in many other fields, the scope for development 

of the work of the local health authorities stretches before us

into the future with possibilities as yet not fully explored, let

alone exploited,

When I say "in the community", I mean "in the community" -

physically and socially, as well as administratively. I have 

seen a newspaper report of some weeks ago which says_that

"residents living nearby are annoyed that 444-scentre should have

been built in a residential area, and feel that a less populated

area would have been better". If experience here runs true to 

form, the complainants will soon, if they have not already, come

/to take
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to take an interest, almost a proprietary interest, in this
A- A

centre and those who attend it. //Centres such as these, if

they are to do their work properly, must be located at the

heart of the commun::ty they serve, no less than if they were

schools in the ordinary sense. For these children they take 

the place of school, and their acceptance in the general

community is an essential part of that great movement of

practice and opinion which is transforming the outlook for the

mentally handicapped.

I hope I shall be forgiven if I have put the Ridgeway

first in order, for I must confess that the welfare of the

mentally handicapped is a special personal interest. But let 

me now turn to the other event,today: the opening of this new

ambulance centre. We have just been thinking of one field 

where the work of the hospital service and of the local health

e
authority interlocks. This is anciher: the prodigel

re-organisation and modernisation of our pattern of hospitals

which the new long-term plan represents would not make sense

unless at the same time we intend to put the modern facilities

of transport and mobility fully at the service of hospital

patients - both in-patients or out-patients. In the last 

decade the number of ambulances in service has increased by 25

per cent, and even more significan has been the increase in

efficiency resulting from the general adoption of radio control

/and the
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the

and/continuous improvement of equipment, both mobile and

static.

The ambulance service, like the rest of the health

services, is looking forward to a period in which new ground

will be broken. The continuous growth of out-patient

treatment and the potentialities of day-hospitals and short-stay
cf 4.14

hospitalxtreatment,withthe/increasein.throughput

of the hospital service - this is one development in which the

ambulance service will participate. Another is the perfecting 

of a nationwide accident service, based upon regional and

sub-regional accident centres, which will come as near as

humanly possible to guaranteeing specialised surgical and

every
emergency aid to xx* tase that needs it. To the functioning

of such a structure a modern ambulance service is obviously an

essential condition. I venture to predict that the advances 

in thltxxmthax equipment and techniques of our ambulance

services in the next decade will exceed those of recent years,

which this station and its egipment typify.
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Humanisation of Hospital Service

Minister of Health's Review

The Minister of Health, Mr. Enoch Powell, addressing the annual general
meeting of the Briti 'h„5.pital Contributory Schemes Association at Cardiff en

'Friday, 19th Octobe1reviewed the progress, prospects and policies on various
aspects of what he described as "that immense, and immensely important subject,
the approach of the hosnital service to the patient as an individual human being
with dignity and self-respect."

Mr. Powell said: Let me at the outset dispose of any notion that the emphasis
which I have placed on the "humanisation" of the hospital service, and shall
continue to place on it as long as I remain Minister of Health, implies that the
service or those who work in it are either "inhuman" or "inhumane" or that there
are defects in this respect which call for some crash programme or shook campaign.
This would be a complete misconception. The effort of a comprehensive,
nation-wide state hospital service to respect the personality and meet the human
needs, emotional as well as medical, of every one of its patients is by its
nature a continuing effort - if you like, the endless nursuit of an ideal. If
this is a campaign, it is a campaign that goes on for ever, and the waging of
it casts no reflection or aspersion on those who have fought it in the past. It 
is,moreover, not a campaign aFainst something or somebody, but a common effort
of every element in the hospital service in which all can and should unite.

Like other campaigns - I seem to be stuck with the metaphor, after all: -
ill+ •s one is not fought ectaally on all fronts all the time: attention and
concentration of effort switch from some aspects of the subject to others; and this
I believe is quite right and the best way to make progress. VTe devote intensive
study and emphasis to certain aspects, and then, while the lessons there are
being digested and applied, the same intensive study and emphasis moves on to
another part of the field, and another after that. If therefore this morning 
some aspects of hospital humanity are touched on lightly or not at all, this
conveys no implication that they are less important  or  that they are being
allowed to slip into oblivion, but simply that concentration is the secret of
success.

I want to speak first and foremost about the out-natient department.

The 0.P.D,

I wonder if the hospital service is as conscious as it miatt be of the
overwhelming importance of the out-patient department in relations between hospital
and public, or of the extent to which its quality, efficiency and humanity are
judged by the public on the basis of their experience in the out-patient department.
From the hospital's point of view this can understandably be less than obvious.
After all, in physical terms, in terms of staff, medical effort and financial
outlay, the out-patient department represents only a small fraction of the totality
of almost any hospital. Moreover, its imnortance is comparatively new:
traditionally, out-patient and casualty was a small, junior and rather obscure
aspect  of  the hoseitals' work. The limelight of glamour never touched it.

But today the fact ip that, against 4.3 million in-patient arlmissions te
our hospitals in a year, there are 7.2 million new out-patient attendances, and
even that comparison, being confined to new attendances understates the volume
of out-patient exnerience of the hospital service. Compared with twenty years ago, 
out-patient attendances have increaeed in a far greater proportion than in-patient
admissions; indeed, the rise of the out-patient department has been one  of  the
major revolutions in the content of hospital treatment doring our time.

One obvious conseeuence of this revolution was to render our existing
out-patient departments Quite inadequate in size, and this is therefore an
aspect of hospital building which has received and continues to receive high
priority. Progress Report No. 2 on Hospital Building in England and Wales
(March,1962) showed that no fewer than 466 new eat-patient departments have been



built  since 192_,,13 and that 66 schemes for new departments '"es in progress on
3ist March, The most cursory  reader of the long-term liespital Plan  must be
struck by  the regularity with which a now ont-ontient derartmsnt  ferns, or
features inotise earliest phase of the mcre than 200 new or substantially remodelled
hospitals which are being  put in hand in  this decade These new out-patient 
departments are the opportunity to provide models of what, in physical terms, a
modern out-patient department should be.

The Ministry's 7,uilding Note on the out-patient depertment drew attention  to
the fact that attendance at an out-patient  department is  often a patient'e first
introduction to a hospital, and o pleasant building, well designed, and devoid of
any institutional atmosphere, will contribute to confidence and allay fears.
In the out-patient department which the Ministry itself is building  at Liverpool,
we shall Le psying  particular attention to this. For part of that' department -
the consultant suites - we have asked the Ministry of Public Buildings andWorks to
design equipment especially for us and I hope other hoopital autherities will find
it attractive and worth copying.

Madng PatientWelcome

But though in many hospitals the physical setting of the eut-natient
department is inadeouate, and may of necessity nave te remain so  for  years to
come, we must not allow the Lest to be the enemy of the good. The difference
between two departments working under eoual physical difficulties can still be
enormous. A  guest can be made just as welcome in a poor and crowded home as in
a mansion. Every hospital with an out-patient deportment has the duty  to  ask
itself the Question; "Is every patient who enters our oat-patient department
made to feel that it exists for him and that he is wanted and welcome?". If the
answer is in doubt - and I fear there are many hosnitals which in candour would
have to answer in the negative - then there are things that need to be done, and
which can be done with trivial expenditure cr nene at all, if the will and the
determination exists, We must not let ourselves beftscinated lpy the vast cost
of great hospital schemes: some of the cheapest changes can maka the biggest
difference,

Some waiting in the best regulated out-patient department is unavoidable:
indeed, the waiting hall or waiting room is an essential part of any out-natient
detartment. But do patients need to wait on long wooden benches like the forms
in a workhouse rafectory? In the second half of the twentieth century, the rows
of wooden benches which still survive in many out-patient department are an
affront. The hospital is used to them, they have always been there; but the
public interprets them as conveying more than a hint of cold and forbidding
indifference. They ought to be gone. Ind then, the surroundingsl
Believe me,there is a world of difference between the departments where the
patients feel "this department's old and overcrowded, but they Lave done there best
to mahe it best for us" and the department  where the  patients feel "thie
hasn't chanEedsincethe Poor Law, and they make us about as welcome as pauners".
Believe me, too, the difference does not depend on money.

Still,whatever the surroundings, the patients and their  companions have not
come there for pleasure. They are often anxious,  bewildered  or friphtened:
they need guidance and reassurance, to kntw why they are waiting and what they
are waiting for; in short,what is going to happen? Here again, viewed from the
hospital's side, this is hard to  realise: the hospital knows  what is happuning,
knows the routine, and  understands  the why and wherefore. Tt requires an effort
to get into the  patients' shoes,  but that effort needs to be made consciously and
deliberately. This is something where the layman is often well placed to help,
and in asking hospitals earlier this year to consider ways in which they could
use more voluntary help, I mentioned the recention of patients - it has been
suggested before - as an activity in which members. of voluntary bodies  can give
useful help. But whatever method is used, the hostital is  resnonsitle  for seeing
that its out-patients, while they wait, wait like intelligent human beings,with the
support and reassurance of knowing phy.

-
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1-_iver so in ramy out-Pationt dePartments many patients sLill wait too lobg.
Of course, in the best of systeme,there deds be some waiting, boch initiolly end
between the various sta=fes of irnestigation and exahfnation or troamont.
Peorle understand this and accept fet but lpy no means all the comolaints that
appointment systems are inad.es,IJate and that waiting tame is toe long are
unjestified oommlaints. hospitals wore Tiven a standard in the fdrst of ts.,
Hospital 0 reoorts, that an Out-patients -,;Taiting Time, which was publishs
a few years ago. There the standard seegested was that at least 7:7;,of , 
out-Patients should be seen within helf an 13U2 of their aPPointmeht ti-mc (c31-2.e
of course arrive before it) and at least 97c,"within an heer, I em anxioes tc 
investigate the use of appointments systems in hospitals and their effectiveness,
and a method of surveying what he-IP-dens will shortly be tried out with a group of
hospitals. I will then consider how a more meneral survey might most
satisfactorily and conveniently be carried cdt so thht, where any hoseital falls

- short cf a good standard, the reasons can be identified and remedies aPPlied,
edre again, it is the power of imagination which is needed. To keep a person
waiting is ohe of the most effective ways of hemiliating himg that is why despots
and patriciars Practise it on their subjects and their suitors. The hosPital 
service needs always to remember this.

"TIle In-Patient's Day"

But while the out-PaVent department is the hosPital show case seen by most -
the only exhibit for many - over 4 million PeoPle are admitted ahnually to ward2,
:That :eebpens to them th.ere - t-re eytent to :;hich life in hoseital ean Pe harmohised
with life outside - is no less imbortent. This was the subject of the now 
celebrated report by the Standing Nursing _:-Ivis3ry Committee, on "fhe in-Pationtrs
Day", which attracted widespread attention not only in Trithin hut in many other
countries.

There is much evidence, f-rom artieles in the joernals, from corresondenco,
from the wUde interest taken in the Royal College of Tursing Conference last
November, and from visits by LJnistry officers and otherwise, that the ropoet :eas
seriously engaged the attention of hoseital authorities. It is also clear that
quite small changes-for examPle, in the hour of waking - can require come-lex
adjustments. 7/hen they are made, however, they can show benefit pot te
patients but to staff. Since the work is complex, it is sometieees sTew; and it
is net easy for the DePartment to give direct help as it woeld Tut 'legiceal 
Hospital Boards can do much te stimulate thinking, to maintain the impetus and to
disseminate for the benefit of all, the best ideas that hospital ldanagement
Committees themselves develop,

Visiti Rul e s  

The Report particularly focussed thought and action on the relaYation of
visiting rules. Reports are due by the end of next month which will record the 
progress that has been made so far in implementinm the PrinciPles indicated in the
memorandum on visiting issued in June this year. The theme of that memorandum wee 
that "Visitine shol2ld be regarded as an Leportant contribution to the Petiont's
recovery, and never as a coneession or as an unwelcome interference wit', Thoseited
routine".

Restrictions on visiting will always le necoseary in special eircemetanees if
tha light of the Patient's condition and treatment, -:-on is there any r:eas'ion ef 
the overriding duty and authority of the c7infcal and nursing staff to r-eetrel
visiting and visitors in the interests of the oatfeets both ee-,relly are'
individually. But hoseitals are now exPected te home daily visiting as a nomnal
Practice, to arrange for unrestricted daily visitjeg wherever Possible at esychaatrie
and long-stay hospitals, to experiment at general hoseitals with visiting at ary
time betwaen oertain hours (e.g. between 2 P.m. and 3 m.) or even wfthout any
,.-estri-ctions., and to see that parents can visit their children in booit1 at ahy
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reasonable Peried during theder. OtTer pents rgsj=dity hositalo
if the mother wants other visitors in addition to -rer nesband cho u.nbe 
allowed to have them, and that there sheuld 732 no general ban ch children bein.„;::

visit.

Visitors ResPansibilitios

The wider ctrocitunities given for visiting will throw new responsibilities
on the visitor, who should appreciate that the aatiant will be eagerly looking
forward to the visit, and wne should come preoarei to make a worthwhile
contribution to the patient's morale, by thinking' out in advance how Le can best
help and what news he Gan bring to interest and cheer the Patient. T-his is 
perhaps Particularly important in single wards where sometimes the patient, mere
isolated from the hosPital routines of the meneral ward, looks forward esrecially
to the ccraiins of his visitors. Again, where a Patient is in hospital fwc from 
his relatives and friends, a great service can be provided by "stranrers" who
give uP time to undertake hospital visiting — but the essence of this is that it
should be regular, for great disarPointmant can be caused if it is droPpal without
warning or explanation to the patient.

Visitors have also responsibilities cf a different bird, which flew from the
fact that a hospital is a Place for sick people. :hey have a responsibility 7D 
be considerate in not makirg unreasonable demands to visit; in not staying for
excessively long srells which may tire a Patient cc hinder nursing cara and 
whore Particular visiting 1-10.1TS aro st:ecified, in not seeking to visit catsida
these hours e-rcept in emergency.

If visitors observe these responsibilities, there need not be any conflict
bet7een liberalisation of visiting arrangements and the Prcrier control and
administration of the Lostital.

Noise

A toPio which sometimes is, but cartainiv need nct bo, associated with that
of visiting is noise, which has an important bearing an the relatienshiP of the
hospital to t-,e pat=nt as a human indivic'ual. This is because cf the iff.:J.LOD 
of indifference to one's existence, let ruche ono's c(ntfort, which avoidable
noise can so easily convey — with the same effect wnether the implication haptens
to be t:,-ue or not. This is a matter en which recent years have seen, belie.ei 
really big Drogress in the hosPital sorvice in sensitivity to noise and in the
interesb and effort devoted to the combatting of it. A good cf deal of study 
of method has been done and continues, and I want te say today only this, that,
on the purely Physical side, my Department takes e-Qery opbortunity of bringing
to the notice of hospital authorities and others interested in elaipping hospiLaas,,
the need to provide acuipment which causes the minimum noise. This is amphasise,d 
in the first nuLber of the EquiPment :Totes which will shortly be Published.

We are also using the Procedures of centrrl contract to holt) in this.

There are central contracts on which hestitals can draw  for  a larF7a namber of
articles, ranging frdm rubber lids and bases for bins, rubber dust—cans 7:enid wasiair:7
bowls to oolyvinyl and sinilar floorinss. he are at tresent anal:sin7 lists 
SuPplies afficors Lave sent us of items v:hioL are found to be undul:: noisy and
are eLamining the best nethods securinz Lno,roven sither iadditions: 
central contracts or by issuing advice to hostitals on items which they will
rurchase locally. Work initiated in the De.p.artment end elsewLere includes a .:Judy 
of disposable bedpans, another of the use of synthetic crockery and a th-ln-2d of c,-:7-tain
types of floorinc7. Te have asked the Tritish :tandails Institution to nh-leko a
revision of the specification of vacuum cleaners, rith soecial ieference to the
auProssion of noise. And in a -i-Iris series of stndies which we and hospital 
authorities are undertaking on bes, looners and standardisation of building
cx:moonents of various kinds, the trctdem of noise is being hept very much in mind.
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Catening

The la..pirL trpic which I want Lc o-ention in this :-.-nnecion io hospital
caterin:. j Feed Las such an obvious direct boariug en the rihner man", apart from

,'"FerrCganinteg,a1 element in hospital care and tseatnent, thht I scaletimes think
there is a daner of its relevadoe to the subtler but equally important human

=relationships et' the Losrital service with patients being stash co1:cd In tne 
manner ih which food is chosen, PrePaied end rresented to him the Patient roads
the attitude of the ssoital towards hin as a human 7:sein. There is no 
telling wey of inicatinT to a Person ons's resPect or laok of rasPect der Lis

Ipersonality than the manner in wnich one invites hma to eat, and there are fow
matters in which peorle can be se sensitive er sceytible. I rech,11 many 
occasions when I went huns,'ry as a seldier because my Pride suddenly rebelled at
the mere act of lining up to dmaw what were perfectly :good and alecluate rations,
The hospital service owes its ratients the samo nonstisratien es a host owes his
guests nressect me, respect ry food" is the silet inunction of the patient 

1 to the service. '

I make no apoloy therefore for tahina.,' this oPpertunity to advertise th
memorandum on hospital catering which I sant to hesoital authorities at the
beginning of this year, and for rolosating here some of the major Points.

As a hospital community comprises individuals with different food habits
and likes and dislikes as well as widely varying nutritional needs, diets must -te
not only palatable and seasonable, but a=,apted as far as oossible to the wishes
of the individual oatient. Rather than a set menu, with its imPlioatien sf
"take it or leave it", the object oweht to be a choice of menu for all main meals —
and, over a period,, as wide a range of dishes as bossible. Fooa in an:" 
institutions loans towards monotony, and the u'omost care is needed to avoid it—
Methodsof cookins',Particularly a vegotable, need to be such as to retain -seth food
value and palatability.

For meals to be aripetising, food needs to be iss.patchad frem thn kitchen to
the ward -immediately it is ready and arrive as het as it left the kitchen. :,ud 
there, on the ward, presentation and &:=L36, are no loss im'oortant than
and cookinc,%

Lush more could be done in many hopiteIsto slake the food lock attractive.

Before the meal—time trays should be set with tray—eleths, condinents, cutlery
and napkins. Paper tray—cloths and napkins are always fresh and clean and cutlery
should be of g.00d quality.

After the first course has bePn oaten, olates should he removed from the
patient's tray when serving the ne, courso. When there are ambulant Patients,
correctly laid tables are reduired in the day space or on the ward. I often think, 
when on a ward as meal—time approaches, how much difference could be made to the
whole atnosPhere with just a little more attention te the trilled: a suest judins
his host's attitude to him as much by the way the tabls is lsii as by the fred.
-7-3Ch is served on it.

ifleal times

As important from the patient's soint si view as tho aT;.sars:nco
Palatability of the meals is tl- if3 time that  tIo:7,3anhas aCrere  c)11 Liz; tra7, I.
of tea at about  7  a.m. is appreciateL a patient and this sLeulO.  :1:o11 -72d an 
breakfast at about 8 a.m, Lurin the course of the morning a hot ds:ink is often
accootable, and dinner should be served at witMC a lia.ht tsa  00 5101  3 and
in the afternoon. SupPer is most conveniontly 'oetween  r.J.  7 
andmany patients like a late evening drink bc:fal:.-: bedtime.
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To soma bosoitals all this might e.opear a trite description of what -t..crz-do

as a matter of c,ourse. Yo others it sMob_t apTear a counsel 3f penfEetion. But 
let me say thht neither eduioment, non staff, non cost account non the differences

that exist. A high catering cost pen pationt is perfectly consistent in 
practical experience with the most standard caterinj; and vice.veLrsa: and as
regards inadesuate premises and staff diffiel_71tios, let me olhote v:hat the
memorandum says ef them, that

"experience has shown tmat many such difficulties can 1,x,, ovel.cors and_
a higher standard achieved by cafeful and systematic attention to each
stage of the preparation and service cf m:eals",

You may have noticed that all the aspects of a humane hJspital service on
which I have touched this morning — out—oatient departments, visiting, noise,
food — are essentially matters ef organisation or of attitude in which lay action
and a lay approach can make an j4portant contribution. PerhaPs these aro indood
the aspects which strike the layman most forcibly. -hut after all, the vital 
relationship in a hospital is between the patient and the individuals who are
personally responsible for his medical treatment and Professional care. Undess 
this relationshi];; wore right, all t:ne rest of the endeavour of the hosoital servion
would count for little. In this cantral field the lead lies with the profession:7 
themselves, as in the work of the Standing Ledical and hursing Advisory Oommittee
which I understand will before long be reoorting upon the whole problem of
"communication" between doctors, nurses and patients; or in the work_ cf
professional bodies on which is based the recent guidance to hoopital authorities
en procedures for admission of patients and that shortly forthcoming en vIceedutre
for the discharge of patients to •=17:e or community.

emphasise this point at the close because it illustratesthe theme wih.
which I began — that the ideal of the noseital service whi3h ,:rows in humanity
as it increases in efficicncy is one to, be sought by the united and willing effort
of all in the Professions and ell outside the professions who serve t've hosptal
patient. None of us dare dessise the contribution which each of the ethers has
to make, and I know it is in this spirit that your Association nationally, and tbe
member schemes in their respective areas. will continue to give their suPort 
and imPuise to the humanisation of the hosoital service.

7:717-SmR7 07 HEALTH,
2aviic Tow,

Londin,

19-th October, 1962.

-



In a speech at one of the Royal Colleges two or

three months ago I went so far as to refer to the amount

of "nonsense" being talked about the emigration of

British doctors. This I said might well suggest to the 

general public that a wholesale flight from the

National Health Service was taking place. Considerable 

publicity had been given to an estimate that the

dimensions of this emigration are equivalent to as much

as one-third of the output of British doctors from our

medical schools; and the absurd statement that a third

of our doctors emigrate has gained a certain currency on

the other side of the Atlantic where a local controversy

of some kind appears to be going on about the organisation

of their medical services.

Now, of course, you and I know perfectly well that

this is "nonsense". You of the local medical committees 

would be among the first to become aware of any such

trends in the medical staffing of our health service, and

you as the representatives of the family doctors, who are

carrying on that general practice on which our whole

system of medical care is based, are no doubt irked, as

I am irked, by the slander upon your service which is

implicit in these grotesque allegations. You will

therefore
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therefore I hope bear with me if I use my opportunity in

speaking to you this morning to put some salient facts in

their proper perspective.

Let -tzle- start from a very simple and basic fact. The

number of doctors working in the National Health Service

is increasing. It has increased every year since the 

inception of the Service and it continues to increase up

to the present moment. Approximately half are engaged, 

like yourselves, in general practice, where any increase

in non-British doctors, whether from our own or other

medical schools, is certainly a negligible factor. In 

general practice the total numbers, including assistants

and trainees, have risen by 10 per cent in the last nine

years - an average of 240 a year. The numbers of 

principals(which is perhaps the sounder figure to take)

have risen in the same period by 15%, and the series of

annual increases has been unbroken, even in the years

1958 and 1959 when, for reasons which you know, there was

a bulge in retirements.

So much for the trend in general practice; now as 

to the hospitals. In the medical staffing of our hospitals 

there has in recent years been a growth in the contribution,

/never
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never an unimportant one, which is made in the junior ranks

by non-British doctors - I use the expression as meaning

doctors, wherever trained, who originate from outside the

British Isles. But look what has been happening to the

total figures of doctors on hospital staffs. The senior

staffs have been growing year by year - by the equivalent

of 2,000 full-time, or 27% in the ten years between 1950
:4

and 1961

1a4 The junior staffs have

also increased yearly - by 3,200, or 43%, in the same

ten years between 1950 and 1961. This increase greatly

exceeds the increase in the number of non-British doctors.

There were about 3,600 of these in junior hospital

appointments at the terminal date, 1961; we do not know

precisely how many there were in 1950, the commencing date;

but they certainly numbered many hundreds. There must 

therefore have been a big increase, averaging well over

200 and probably nearer 250 a year, in the number of

British doctors on hospital staffs.

Now, this is a situation which is blankly irreconcilable

with the allegation of a flight from the Health Service.

If we were losing permanently any substantial fraction of the

annual output of British doctors from our medical schools,

figures like these would be simply impossible, given the

fact that that output has not fluctuated substantially over

the same period. /The
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The positi.:n c2n be put in this way. The average annual

output of British doctors from medical schools in Great Britain

over the last ten years has been around 1750. This number

has been supplemented by the net influx of British doctors into

civil medical practice from the armed forcegc. That influx last

year was as high as about 200, but in the preceding years it

has been very much less than that. From this output has been

derived an average annual increase of British doctors in the

National Health Service alone of nearly 500. This increase of

course is over and above the replacement of the annual loss by

death and by retirement from medical practice. Now, the numbers

dying and retiring annually can fluctuate considerably according

to the age structure of the profession at any given moment; but

with about 50,000 doctors in all branches of the Health Service

in Great Britain, it is obvious that the average number dying

and retiring from practice annually must account for the lion's

share of the remaining input. For instance, if the age

structure were uniform, the annual loss corresponding to an

average career of 45 years from qualification to death or

retirement would be 1100 - and the average length of career is

certainly pitched very high at 43 years.

There is therefore left only a relatively small fraction of

the output of British graduates to be accounted for. Out of

/that
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that mnall residual fraction must come not only net emigration,

but the replacement, and in some cases the expansion, of the

number of medically qualified persons in industry, in public

civil employment outside the Health Service, and in private

practice. The residue has also to cover all those who go out of

practice - or who never enter it - for other reasons, such

as marriage; and let it not be forgotten that to-day one

graduate out of every four who qualify is a woman.

It must be clear that there is no room here for net

emigration of British doctors' on any massive scale.

This general deduction is confirmed by direct information

collected in the last few months from our medical schools about

the whereabouts of their students who raduated in recent years.

I am greatly indebted to the Deans of these schools for the

data which they have been good enough to collect and place at

my disposal regarding the present location of their British-

born students. Data from a dozen medical schools in London

and the provinces shows that of British doctors who graduated

from them during the 1950's, the proportion who are at

present resident abroad is between 6 and 7 per cent. There are

variations, both in the range of specific years on which the

Deans have based their check and in the percentage of British

/graduates
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graduates reported by the different schools as resident abroad.

For instance, the medical schools of Wales, Liver000l and

Sheffield reported figures of between 3 and 4 per cent abroad,

while at the other end of the spectru„ the Westminster and

St. Mary's reported about 10 and 12 per cent abroad. But the

general picture is remarkably consistent.

Some of these results have already been published. The

Chairman of the Birmingham Board of Medical Graduate Studies

published in The Lancet last January an analysis of the 287

medical graduates of the years 1953-1955, which showed that

only 18 were resident overseas. Figures published in April

for St. Thomas's showed that only 23 out of 641 British students

qualifying from 1947 to 1955 had emigrated, and

Sir Robert Platt found that a check on Manchester graduates

produced similar results.

But, it may be asked, if all this evidence leads to the

conclusion, confirmed by the personal knowledge and

observation of those in key positions to observe the

medical scene, that only a small percentage of British medical

graduates 4...s^lost - if "lost" be the fit expression - to

residence overseas, how comes it that figures can be quoted

/which
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which show graduates „Trom our medical schools registering

in Commonwealth countries in numbers which are

equivalent to about a third of the output of British

graduates? there are severa, reasons for this. In the

first place, once a doctor has been put on most of the

registers he remains there for life. Consequently if he

practices in more than one country or state,he is counted

two or more times over. Moreover, he is still counted even

if he has returned home to this country, and most of those

graduates who go overseas for even short periods of service

or experience will r,.-3gister in the territories to which

they go. /The second source of error is that the registrations

counted include not only British graduates of our medical

schools but non-British 2raduates and also Ihe graduates

of medical schools in Ireland; it is with the loss by

emigration of British graduates from schools in 

Great Britain that we are concerned, and it is with the

British output of these schools that comparison is made.

/Le t
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Let me illustrate these factors by a concrete example,

which we have worked out in the Ministry. We took the 

figure of 223 graduates registered in the various states

of Australia (excluding Queensland) in 1957, which was

quoted in the British Medical Journal for 17th March, 1962.

The identity of 14 of these individuals could not be

discovered, but by examining the registers available to us,

we ascertained the names of the remaining 209. Of these 

209 we found that 10 were duplicates, registering in

1957 in more than one state, and should therefore be

counted only once, leaving 199. Eighteen of thee.' were 

graduates of Irish schools and a further 20 were born

outside the British Isles, and could thus also be

eliminated. Of the remaining 161, 22 were already 

registered in the Australian states before 1957 or arrived

in Australia in that year from other Commonwealth or

foreign countries; none of them therefore represented a

loss of medical manpower to Great Britain in 1957. The 

residue was now 139, including 11 married women, and two

doctors who were over 60 when they left Britain. Of these 

139, 25 are known to have since left Australia, including

at least 17 known to have returned to Great Britain, and

one is no longer registered in Australia. Thus the 

maximum theoretical loss by way of emigration to Australia,

/even
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even assuming that all the untraced 14 ought to be

included (which is very unlikely in fact) is 127 or

Ami* 60 per cent of the figure quoted.

The res,lt of this analysis is confirmed by figures

for individual states for later years. For example, of 

the 24 graduates of medical schools in Great Britain and

Ireland who registered in Western Australia in 1960,

5 were trained in Ireland and of the remainder 6 came from

the Commonwealth, leaving only 13 British born and trained

graduates, of whom 2 are no longer in Western Australia;

of the 29 registered 19610n Western Australianly

17 were born and trained in Great Britain, and 2 of these

have already left. Incidentally, I noticed very similar

results reported from an analysis in last week's

British Medical Journal of medical immigration into

New Zealand, which showed that between a quarter and a

4
half of thowbelregistering there each year between 1948

and 1957 have now left again.

Thus it is possible to see how the discrepancy 

is accounted for between the quoted figures of graduates

/registering
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registering abroad, and the much smaller true figure

of British graduates from our schools who have taken

up residence abroad, let alone emigrated permanently.

And it is perhaps of interest here to add that no

fewer than 166 doctors who left Great Britain in 1961

to take up work abroad are shown by the superannuation

records of the Health Departments to have done so on

terms which indicate that they intend to return.

There is therefore no reason to be disturbed either

by the numbers of British doctors who register abroad or

by the increase in their numbers. Indeed, one would be 

somewhat apprehensive for the future of British medicine

if a greater freedom of physical movement than before

the war were not discernible today. Conditions of life 

in the 1960s are such that travel over long distances is

now a relative commonplace in the professional classes

generally, and the development of medicine in particular

over the past 20 years has provided a great encouragement to

doctors to move about the world seeking training and

experience. /The
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The data which I have given - I trust in not too

wearisome detail - more than justifies the scepticism

expressed by the British Medical Association's own report

issued last month on Recruitment to the Medical Profession,

which expressed the opinion that it seems unlikely that the

net figure of British doctors emigrating has increased very

substantially and cast doubt upon the extent to which

emigration was responsible for any existing shortage of

doctors in this country. Those who  4.1w.404wre  wish to

argue that the generality of doctors in Britain are

dissatisfied with prospects in the National Health Service

and that this dissatisfaction threatens the staffing of our

hospitals and surgeries or the medical care of our people,

will in future have to find other grounds on which to do so

than the exploded myth of a  -94====ale emigration.

The report of your Special Committee on Recruitment was,

if I may say so, a wise and timely one in many respects. In

contradistinction to many irresponsible opinions and

pressures, they concluded that "further investigations are

necessary before any official action is taken which will

significantly increase the number of medical students." One

such investigation which they had in mind is the current

review of medical staffing in the hoqpitalswhich is taking

place in consequence of the recommendations of the

/Platt
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Platt Working Party.  4P+rt  Committee recognised that the

long-term hospital plan published at the beginning of this

year was, if not an indispensable, at least a highly 4
desirable and timely basis for the • ftN.9.144.

The hospital plan is not intended to stand alone, nor was it

conceived in isolation. It will be matched in due ccurse by

.that  long-term plan for the development of the health and

welfare services outside the hospitals, which is now

in preparation by local authorities throughout the country.

That plan will be absolutely crucial to the wise de en t 

of medical manpower; and let me permit myself here another

reference to the B.M.A. report: "it is important to ask,"

say the Committee, "whether the available supply of medical

manpower is being utilized in the most efficient and

economical manner; if not, the solution to the present

difficulties may lie not so much in increasing the number of

doctors but in redeployment of available resources."

Now, the key to the deplo meat of resources in t
—

servicel of the patient - and not only of medical community

which bear on health and welfare, physical and social - the

key to all this lies in general practice, and it is no

accident that at the time when the future development of the

National Health Service inside and outside the hospitals is

/being
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being planned on a scale not previously attempted, the

future of general practice is also being studied more

thoroughly than since the early days of the Service. Unless

the relationship of general practice and family doctors 47the

hospital service on the one hand and to the whole growing

complex of community services on the other is right, we shall

quite certainly not be able to claim that we are deploying our

resources to best effect. I therefore look forward with

enthusiasm to the result of the several parallel studies which

are proceeding on the future of general practicev  in

particular to that of the Standing Medical Advisory

Sub-Committee under Dr. Annis Gillie. In a world of rapid

social and technical changef, and in the setting of a new

hospital pattern and a developing system of community care, it

will be strange if these studies do not have much that is novel

to say about the future of general practice: they are unlikely:

...et least, to conclude that it can or should endeavour to remain

unchanged and unaffected by all of this. But one conclusion

they will certainly not reach: they will not have found anything

which is likely to make less valid or less necessary in the

future that central position of responsibility which the family

doctor occupies in British medicine.
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The great cuestion-mark which hang over politics between the

wars was whether deflation and unemployment could be prevented in

a free society. O'aer much of the world the answer to this question

was returned in a disastrous negative. The issue had not been

resolved when it was obliterated by the total change in the economic

scene which the great conflict of the Second :forld -jar ushered in.

On that altered stage, the same cuestion, but in reverse, poses

itself to car own generation as insistently as before: can inflation,

with all its social and economic evils, be prevented in a free society?

e in this country, and not only we here but most of the countries

of the free world - incleed, I would suspect, the communist countries,

too, under heavy calouflage - are to-day wrestling with this question.

All avenues of policy lead to it or cross it. Common 1:iarket, aid to

underdeveloped countries, defence policy, the welfare state, the

laationalised industries - there is not a field of decision, internal

or external, where this question does not intrude.

In one and the same month we have seen President Kennedy and

the .American steel industry, Professor Erhard and the Volkswagen

company, the Eritish Government and its incomes policy, all -t grips

with this ciaestion. T-ursest pay and dockerst strihes, university

grants and electricity awards, these and dozens of other issues rf

the jav are s7Darks that fly from the anvil where the nation is In.

out its answer to the great Laestion.

a, would underestimate at our beril its scale and scope. As

often, society confronts tl problems of the age with institutions

hablts of thought and action which derive from earlier times.

/The tension between
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The tension between those institution.c hr-,7n1tf, nrt th6,rne band,

and the realities of the contemporary world on the other, is an

ever-present source of trouble and obstacle to the soluion cf

1;oroblems. 1:.ost of the organisations, for instance, through which

we handle wages and salaries date either frof,i the age of deflation

or from earlier periods still: Whitleyism, Burnham, the conciliation

and arbitration machinery, the wages Councils, and so on and so on -

they are all explicable historically in terms of events and conditions

of the past, The British ipeople has a great genius for adapting and

transforminQ' their institutions to fit new and unimagined circum-

stances; but we must not underestimate the difficulty of applying

to the eoonomic facts of the 1960s implements devised to deal with

Taff Vale or Tonypandy. The attempt of a free society in a world

of ebullient demand to restrain the rise of t:,oney incomes within

the growth of national .0roduction sounds so commonsensical as to

be trite. Commonsense it is; trite - still Iesseasy - it is not.
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'::hat we need today, cammercial nation, is a mood of brash,

almost Victorian, self-confidence. Too long too many peo-ole have

told,us that we cannot compete - with Germans, with Japanese, with

AITI:ericans. Too long the associations of em-oloyers and el-,T_)loyed have

put the maih errohasis on protection and security: fighting against

competition, lest the weaker go to the wall; fighting against

redundancy, as though a man w}-io lost one job should not expect to

-Pind a better one. Too long the rocialist opposition, ready as

always to decry their own nation, have compiled 'league tableo'

designed to show that we do worse than anyone elae.

"'This is the wrong attituCle of r:iind. 7e can hold our own and

more. TTlhat we heed is more otooPtunity, not more securit; open

doors to the entry of our own cometition, not shelter against the

1,11:1,  T,el others.

:hat we ueed oToo a go1f-control and patience, to  1.::ash homLe

our advanta;7:es. Last year, in Germany '-irticularly but elsewhere

too in the Commicn 41arket countries, incomcs Lave gone iduch more

than Droducion, with a conseaaent rise in costs and prices that

will help us in the race 7iith our indotrial com,oetitors. '-;:hat an

incentive this should be to -oersevere in the policies whic}-1 will

kee-o our OWn costs steady

he have no need to delllo aursel7e3s with fictitious rroslperity

by ir.creasirru our incomes faster than our -1-,roduction, 'hlen real

cros7Drity, solid prosrierity, is there to he Lrasued ahd kept, at

the -orlce of cozl-oetition, efficiency, arid honest -money.

In 1961 over 2400 milTioh ,:vas lvested in twIn country from

abroad, mere than half of it rliretly in our industries. It would

/be absurd if the rest
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be absurd if the rest of the world had more faith in Britain than

we have ourselves.

"Does it pay?" That is the question which quite unashamed1y

we have to ask today of all our economic and commercial doings.

"Does this r,=lilway line pay? Does that coal mine pay? Does this

shipping route pay? Does that industry in that place pay?" If not,

we have to answer for it that we are -orepared to waste our most

precious asset, the brains and labour of our own pemple. It is a

harsh test, but a realistic test. It is the test which the r st

of the world will apply; we must not shrink from ap-olying it

ourselves,



La in of foundation stone of new hos ital
at Treliske Truro 4 .m. Frida Ilth Ma 1962

S eech b Minister of Health

hospital service -1:0117 presents n many parts

of the countrY a striking contrast. The medical and 

nursing care which the service gives is as modern as

any in the world: in knowledge, methods and techniques

our professions are at leastion a level with the foremost

-&p.o.e.where. In contrast, the hospitals in which they 

work are often two or three generations old, and many

Most date from times when the technical

environment of life, the means of locomotion, the saving

of labour, the distribution of the population, the lpspelP—
t

structure of society were very different from what they

are now, more different still from what they will be a

few decades hence. It isf_alt usual/V  thf  penalty which

we suffer for having been pioneers in an earlier age.

There is only one way in which this contrast can be

resolved: by building new hospitals on a -ff-FA scale, and

....Limina-ting-  the old ones which exist.

Here,On this site, one of these great new hospitals

will now rise to serve West Cornwall as it is impossible

for West Cornwall to be served at present. How large the 

hospital will be when complete - if a hospital ever is

/complete -
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complete - it would be premature to predict. 180 beds,

„frac  surgewly, medicifte and gynaecology, with-mow services

to maintain them, will be the first phase; but-that will

be followed by a second. The national plan for the 

development of the hospital service which was published

in January envisaged that this second phase would bring

the total number of beds to just over 400. It is an 

indication both of the flexibility of that plan and of

the rate at which things are moving that the Board and

I are already thinking in terms of a second phase which

will bring the total to nearly 500.

Already by then, and apart from any still further

expansion, the hospital here will be one of the great

district general hospitals on which the future structure

of the hospital service will be based. By means of such

hospitals the patient will .kho-vx43-1-e--t-er have access to the

full range of surgical, medical and diagnostic services

which he may need. There will no longer be the old gulf 

between the teaching hospitals and the rest, or between

the hospital facilities available in one part and another:

every area will have its own great hospital, where because

the specialist services are concentrated all can have access

to them.

/This
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This does not mean that in the new hospital pattern

there is no future for any hospitals apart and away from the

district general hospital. On the contrary the nursing of 

the old and the care of normal maternity can very suitably

'7),
and conveniently be piuvidd in smaller hospitals, particularly

in a county like Cornwall where distances are considerable

and the population is not concentrated. It will add point 

and substance to that general statement when I say that today

I have been happy to authorise the Regional Board to go to

tender for the new maternity unit of 23 beds to be built at

St. Austell:

So in substituting, as we surely must, modern hospitals

for old ones and a modern hospital system for an obsolete one,

the National Health Service will be looking everywhere to the

best advantage of the patient, -art+ takla.g. into account, as our

admirable system of local administration guarantees that we

shall do, the needs and special circumstances of each area.
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Address by the Minister of Health

I ET
me invite you to imagine with me a department of

 physiotherapy in a hospital. This physiotherapy depart-
ment employs, let us suppose. 10 physiotherapists of

various grades. and costs £lO.000 a year in the hospital
accounts. It was one of those departments with an eye to
which H.M.(62)18 was written and issued. However, I am
glad to say that when this H.M. was received and digested.
those responsible saw a blinding light. The intervals between
review of patients on treatment, which had previously been as
long sometimes as four or even six months, have now been
reduced to a maximum of one month, and a careful planning
and scrutiny of the individual programmes of treatment was
at once instituted and has since been maintained.

As a result, the waiting list, which was formerly a long one,
has virtually disappeared. while the volume of beneficial
treatment given by the department in the course of any period
of time you like to take has approximately doubled.

We should all, I assume, agree that this imaginary—but
not (I hope) visionary—experience represents just the kind
of thing to which our lives as administrators in the national
health service are devoted: if this is not improvement of the
service to the patient, then words have no meaning. But let
me invite you to consider how this real and substantial
achievement would present itself under the various aspects
in which we are accustomed to study the progress which we
make.

There would have been no increase in staff, no increase in

The Minister giving his address
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This is the text of the address given by the Minister of
Health, The Rt. Hon. Enoch Powell, M.B.E.(MIL.), M.A., M.P.,
at the Annual Conference of the Institute of Hospital Adminis-
trators on Friday, 4th May.

expenditure, no increase in number of sessions, no increase—
conceivably an actual reduction—in the number of treatments
given. Only two changes would show up in the statistics—an
increase in the number of new patients, which would be the
sole indicator of the "expansion" which had in fact taken
place, and, on the other hand, disappearance of the waiting-
list, which might be misinterpreted as a fall in the demand for
physiotherapy. Yet if H.M.(62)18 had never been issued and
the department had not complied with it, how different things
might have been: there might have been an increase in staff,
an increase in expenditure, an increase in treatments given,
and still a substantial waiting list, suggesting that the demand
for physiotherapy was unsatisfied and required still more
staff and more expenditure. At every level, from the hospital
itself to the Minister in Parliament, we might have found
ourselves boasting about "an expansion of the national
health service", thanks to the increase of expenditure at a
rate of 215 per cent per annum in real terms agreed by the
Chancellor of the Exchequer. And yet we know, you and I
know, that the truthful description of all this would be, not
an expansion of service benefiting the patients but a waste of
resources letting the patients down—something for us all to
be ashamed of rather than to boast about.

And, by the way, I forgot to mention that this department
of physiotherapy has an "establishment", fixed several years
ago, for a staff of 15, so that there are still five "vacancies",
which may be recorded from time to time in answer to
Parliamentary questions.

Forgive me for thus precipitating you, with a nudge from
this tiny specific instance—and I have oversimplified it, I
know—into the deep end of one of the biggest problems with
which the administration of the national health service has
to grapple, but has scarcely begun to grapple vet.

Most of our crying statistical deficiencies are illustrated, in
microcosm, by my example: the meaningless figures of
"waiting lists", scme unsifted. others sifted, no two sifted
by the same standards. which are added together to produce a
minimum figure of "demand": the "establishments", some-
times adopted years ago. based on different standards and
assumptions or on none at all: the lack of a means of
distinguishing efficient expenditure from inefficient expen-
diture—we have some figures that measure volume, and some
that measure cost. but precious few that measure value, let
alone improvements in Va ue ; and finally, though my
particular example did nothing to illustrate this, the figures
of "bed complements" of hospitals, which are all too often
meaningless or misleading.

Establishments
Let me look first at establishments, or rather at what goes

by that name in the hospital service at present. There are
two possible meaningful figures. One is the number of staff
of different grades and kinds which it is intended to employ
during the year and for which provision is made in the
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estimates for the year. These figures ought not to exceed the
existing numbers by more than it is reasonably practicable to
recruit during the year or to pay for within the year's estimates.
Failure to observe or insist on these conditions used to be
one of the main causes of inflation of the estimates which
were submitted by hospital authorities every year previous
to 1961-62 and which every year had to be drastically pruned
to arrive at the allocations; we have now, as you know,
introduced procedures for more realistic estimating.

This then is one meaningful figute-; and it is this figure
which in other spheres, such as ,the civil or armed services,
goes by the name of establishmot. It may be altered upwards
or downwards from time to.„titne, but such alteration must be
accompanied by a correstionding immediate change in the
financial appropriation/and must be conditional on recruiting
or discharging (as .the case may be) within the accounting
period concern

The other meaningful figure is an approved staff com-
plement, that is, the number of staff which is known to be
necessary to discharge a given volume of work to an approved
standard of efficiency. That standard of efficiency may be
the present standard—in which case the complement and the
present strength would be the same—or it may be a higher
standard which it is approved policy to try to attain, in which
case the complement will be greater than the number now in
post. It will also be greater than the number provided for
in the current annual estimates if it is going to be necessary
to work up to it over a period of years.

Nevertheless, let me say that a complement so far above
the numbers in post that no reasonable expectation exists
of being able to reach it in a foreseeable future, in conditions
reasonably comparable with those which exist—permit me to
say, that such a complement is really a nonsense. If we are
looking for staff of a particular kind in numbers much greater
than we are likely to obtain, it is a sign that we are prepared
to see work skimped or neglected indefinitely in preference
to altering our methods and modifying our rigidity of thought
or habits,_1

ffere then are two possible figut..es which might go by the
description of -establishment" and which have a use and a
meaning: one is the number of staff intended to be in post in
the period covered by the annual estimates; the other is the
number of staff in an approve,d and attainable complement.
In the hospital service we are, too often content with figures
of so-called "establishment".'which are neither one of these
things nor the other, but often little more than aspirations,
which have not been regularly or critically examined on any
scientific standard or in relation either to recruitment pros-
pects or to financial provision, present or probable. No
doubt many of these existing figures of -establishments- have
been carefully vetted by hospital authorities at various levels,
and by the Ministry too. This applies particularly to
administrative and clerical staff. But in many cases. I am
sure, these -establishment- figures are still thought of simply
as ceilings which must not be exceeded without fresh authority
rather than as real complements which it is both necessary
and feasible to attain. All the same, are we not ready to tot
them up and regard them as demonstrating the existence and
the size of a proved need?

Clearly a hospital administration ought to be thinking
about what staff it should have and setting down the answer
for its future guidanc. It must try to foresee changes in
the volume and complexity of the work and relate such
changes to staff requirements. It must be developing new
ways of using staff, particularly skilled staff, more economic-
ally. Long-term policy on pay, recruitment, training and  

staff organisations depends on such processes. But all is
in vain if we don't tell ourselves the truth about what we
really think we need and can obtain.

I know that the fixing of staff complements is neither
simple nor uncontroversial. It has to contend with variables
on the side of demand and on the side of supply. In many
cases we simply do not yet have, either at the Ministry or in
the regions or in the hospitals, the data which are needed
in order to fix complements on a consistent and reasonable
basis. Sometimes it is necessary to take a new, long, and
hard look at what the service ought to be providing: this is
what the Platt Working Party did for medical staff, and as a
result the hospital service is now setting about the fixing of
medical complements in a consistent and purposeful way.
Elsewhere we shall need to bring to our aid a carefully
designed measuring rod—a standard staff ratio. We have
not gone as far as we should in tooling up in this way: it is
part of the general search for norms of performance and
efficiency without which hospital administration at any level
cannot do its work satisfactorily.

For some of the humbler, routine work in hospitals a
standard staff ratio is comparatively simple—so simple that
we are probably applying it already, without quite knowing
it, as part of our elementary cost control. For some other
types of staff—consultants, matrons, hospital secretaries for
instance—a standard staff ratio has no meaning, and similarly
for many small grades and classes. But for nurses, physio-
therapists, radiographers and others we cannot satisfy
ourselves that we have got our complements right unless we
have tested them by this type of measuring rod.

Its design bristles with difficulties. The same classification
of patients can cover wide variations in type; the same
number of patients of the same kind can represent different
staff requirements in different physical circumstances.
Conversely a given staff requirement can be met equally
effectively in a number of different ways. Any ratios must
thus be applicable within certain margins and subject to
certain permutations and combinations. We have also to
contend with the same danger as in fixing standard ratios
of beds to population, that of arguing in a circle and making
the discovery that the staff we do with is exactly the staff
with which we can do. The line of escape is to select the
best and most efficient current practice, study the trends
which it illustrates, apply common sense, and then treat the
resultant ratios as open to modification progressively in the
light of experience. We have just started an exercise on just
those principles which will, I hope, help us to design a
staffing ratio for nurses.

Bed Statistics
I pass from statistics about staff to statistics about beds,_,
Our existing statistics about beds are derived from form

S.H.3, the entries on which are consolidated into our hospital
statistics. I am going to put it to you that these statistics
are very far from reliable. I have come across many cases
where the information given on an individual S.H.3 is quite
inaccurate; and when individual inaccuracies are consolidated,
we are in danger of seriously misleading ourselves.

Let us look at the different figures in part 1 A of the form,
which between them add up to what is called the -bed
complement". First, there are the "available staffed beds".
These, I am told, are meant to be the beds which, on the
day of the count, were either occupied by patients or would
have been if a patient had that day presented himself; but I
have found cases where this is simply not so. At a mental
hospital which 1 visited recently the authorities on being
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confronted with the figure:which they had recently returned
under this head themselves could not account for it at all:
its origin seemed to be lost in the mists of antiquity and it
corresponded to no current reality whatever: it was a good
deal higher than their present number of patients, but they
would be horrified if they actually had to cope with the
higher number, for they were already overcrowded. They
had no waiting list. In short, they admitted that for all
practical purposes it was completely meaningless.

The next item is the -temporarily unavailable staffed beds",
which are the beds which would have been included in the
figure of "available staffed beds" if the ward were not closed
for re-decoration or quarantine or some other temporary
cause, the staff not having been diverted to open other beds.
This should be pretty straightforward; yet I have recently
found cases where wards which were being comerted to an
entirely new and additional purpose and for which new
staff would be needed, were being returned under this heading
of "temporarily unavailable staffed beds-.

Next come -beds unused for lack of staff". This item,
according to the Ministry's instructions, should include only
beds which would have been brought into use on the day of
the count if staff were available. This implies beds actually
erected and equipped for which there are potential occupants;
but we all know quite well that it is often nothing of the kind.
On a recent visit to a large general hospital I was informed
that five wards were out of use for lack of staff, and indeed
some 150 beds were being so returned on form S.H.3. But
when I made enquiries it transpired that two of the five
wards had not been used for 10 years, the other three not for
several years. and no attempt was being made to recruit
staff for them, for there was no intention of putting them
back into use anyhow. This is by no means an isolated
instance. When the figures returned under this item are
totted up nationally they yield the famous statistic of about
10,000 beds out of use for lack of staff. There is only one
word for this statistic. It is a lie.

The final item is of "unstaffed beds out of use" because
they represent the infectious diseases reserve or because
major structural repairs are in progress. And all these items  

added together equal the "bed complement", which is
defined in the Ministry's instructions as -the number of
beds permanently retained at the hospital for the treatment
of in-patients including private pay beds". I venture to
suggest that it is often nothing of the sort.

Now, a number of these items on SH3 and their official
definitions, even if scrupulously followed and correctly
returned, conceal some extremely obscure and difficult
concepts. In fact there is only one precise and indisputable
figure relating to hospital beds: that is the number of beds
which have a patient lying in them for some part of a given
24 hours, or if you like, some part of a given week. Apart
from this figure, which can be averaged if desired over a
year or any other period, and which might be described as
"occupied beds-, there is no other bed figure which is not,
to say the least, subjective.

It is quite true that there must at most times be some
spare capacity, in the sense that more patients could be
accommodated with the same staff and buildings, and that
this spare capacity needs to be larger where turnover is rapid
and treatment urgent, as in acute wards or hospitals. There
is also spare capacity in the sense that, for some or all of the
time, part of the hospital may be temporarily out of use for
maintenance. But how can we give a precise meaning to
this spare capacity? I suppose one could take the peak
figure for occupied beds at any time in (say) a year, deduct
the  average  figure, and equate the difference with the spare
capacity. On the other hand, in so far as spare capacity
implies capacity proper available, the implications of this
equation would in many hospitals be unacceptable; for in
many hospitals or wards, there are more beds in occupation,
not only at peak periods but on average, than is desirable
in relation to the space and facilities. In the case of a new
ward or block it is possible to say for how many beds it was
designed; but in relation to older buildings the number of
beds they were originally intended to contain is irrelevant to
any contemporary reality.

One might, I suppose, take the hospital as it exists, and
by various standards, of space, etc., attempt to calculate the
ideal number of beds which should be provided in it. This
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is in fact more or less what the Board of Control used to do
in relation to mental hospitals. But nowadays, when we
look forward to rapid and continuing change in the physical
equipment of the hospital service, this would be a singularly
fruitless exercise.

For purposes of planning, what is important is the differ-
ence between the number of beds actually in use now and
the number which ought to be available in order to serve
the population in the respective catchment areas: and this
the regional boards are working out in the light of the
national bed ratios used in the lona-term hospital plan.

The present reality is a given staff, serving a given number
of patients, and buildings of a given description. That
reality we have to measure against our assessment of the
provision at which we intend to aim at a specific future point
of time. If the future provision has been rightly assessed,
it will include an appropriate allowance for seasonal
variations, maintenance, infectious diseases reserve and
ordinary fluctuations.

It is no doubt interesting and important to know that this
ward block is empty, or that the patients in that ward block
are grossly overcrowded; but the interest and importance of
these facts is related to future plans for hospital provision in
the area—whether the empty block is to be demolished or
made over to a new use, whether additional provision for
this class of patient is to be made here or elsewhere. There
is no statistic in terms of "available beds" which will give us
a notion of these facts and these intentions.

What are we to do about all this? As a first step I suggest
we must fill up form S.H.3, such as it is, conscientiously and
correctly. We have all been to blame here. The Ministry's
instructions themselves are not in all respects as clear as they
might be. And we have never clearly assigned responsibility
for counting the beds, for checking the count and for certifying
the result as accurate. As I have told you, I have found
responsible people in hospitals to whom the figures returned
in their name were both utterly surprising and utterly
baffling, although these figures ought, if they are a useful tool
of ma,nagement, to be at least as useful at local as at national
level. 11 this shows that, as a service, we are not yet
s ciently conscious of the true value of statistics  in use;
we do not take enough trouble to decide what statistics we
really need and how we are going to use them to limit our
statistical exercises accordingly, and to be scrupulous in
making our statistics accurate.

We have been thinking a good deal at the Ministry lately
about the most meaningful way of recording hospital facilities
and activities statistically. It may be that we shall want to
consider a considerable change in S.H.3; but that will need
careful discussion with hospital authorities. Meanwhile we
must use our present tools accurately. Regional boards have
been asked this year to scrutinise with special care the figures
returned in their regions under Part IA of S.H.3: we shall,
I hope, shortly be able to see how many inaccuracies they
have been able to eliminate. We shall then consider how the
Ministry's instructions may be made more precise, what
re-definitions are necessary and what further steps must be
taken to pin-point the responsibility for ensuring accuracy
in future. Finally, a general memorandum w ill be issued in
good time for the count next December. Until we are
satisfied that we have eliminated the inaccuracies which at
present abound. we must not use, as pretended statistics,
what are no more than conglomerated fictions.

I ought, for completeness of candour, to refer to the fact
that bed statistics have been used as a basis for fixing the
remuneration of certain grades of staff. I do not accuse  

hospital administrators of inflating the figures deliberately
in order to inflate the salaries either of themselves or of their
colleagues. But it is obviously nonsensical and unfair that
inaccuracy should carry a financial bonus. / In trib—last-few
monthS some—pl-b-ki-eSS-Fa-s been iiiade-7-A-Whitley agreement
for senior administrative staff has reduced the weight which
bed figures bear in the fixing of remuneration: an inflated
figure of beds would now have a very much smaller effect on
officer's salaries. And for all senior nursing staff unstaffed
beds now have no effect whatever. But the process of reform
is still far from complete.

Waiting Lists
I come now to the third member of the statistical trinity, --

the waiting list. If hospital resources are to be effectively
used, there ought to be a waiting list for all non-acute condi-
tions. But a waiting list which represents an undue waiting
time is evidence that provision is ill organised, and a waiting
list which grows in length is evidence that provision is in one
or more respects inadequate. The waiting list is therefore
one of the indispensable instruments of efficient hospital
administration. But a waiting list is worse than useless unless
it is accurate, up-to-date and means exactly what it says:
that is, a list of cases for which no admission date has been ,
fixed but which would accept admission now if admission ,
were offered now. This description does not apply to a large
number of the present hospital waiting lists; nevertheless
from time to time we complacently collect and total them and
treat them as evidence of "need".

The King Edward VII Hospital Fund for London have•
done one of their many great services by their work in recent
years on the vetting of waiting lists, particularly for geriatric
patients. They have provided, so to speak, a consultant
service on waiting lists and have brought order out of chaos
in many areas and hospitals. Under this treatment waiting
lists have been found to melt away in the most dramatic ,
fashion, to the great benefit of all concerned. The pi9neer
phase of this operation is. now over_howc,ver, and the
hospital Service ought now to be able itself to produce similar
results and then to maintain its waiting lists efficiently,
intelligently and currently.

I am therefore issuing shortly a memorandum which calls
upon all hospital authorities to put their waiting lists, starting
with those for chronic and geriatric treatment, on to a uniform
and up-to-date basis. Thereafter it will be the duty of hospital
authorities to police their waiting lists continuously on simple
standard principles.

The figures which this exercise will produce are the raw
material, but at least the sound raw material, for study and
administrative decisions. Some such lists will represent an
unsatisfied demand for hospital treatment which we know can
only be met by additional building—the subnormal and
severely subnormal requiring hospital treatment are probably
the clearest case in point. More often perhaps the situation
revealed will present a problem capable of solution with
existing resources, or not much more, if these are differently
and more effectively deployed. Almost everywhere the facts
disclosed ought to stimulate discussion and revision of that
invisible but all-important boundary line between the scope
of care and treatment inside and outside the hospital service:
the waiting list opens an avenue of investigation into the
whole texture of relationships between the hospital, the
community which it serves, and the other agencies w hich are
also available to the service of the community. - '

I hope therefore that this operation of cleaning up
waiting lists, first statistically' and then—a much bigger
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thing—practically, will be one upon which the entire hospital
service will embark with zest.

The Importance of Statistics
You may have thought that statistical accuracy was an

oddly dry and uninspiring subject for me to choose for so
important an occasion as the annual conference of the I.H.A.
But I think it is neither. Statistics are a tool of management
and a basis for planning. To get them right, and to want to
get them right, are signs of a service which is alert and self-
critical, which wants to identify with certainty the things
that need doing and to proceed with determination to get
them done.

I can quite see that in condemning some of the statistics
as inaccurate, and urging that their inflation must be
eliminated, I lay myself open to misunderstanding. It may be
said that the shortages they suggest are politically embarassing,
that I NA ant to cook the figures so as to remove an argument for
improvements in pay or conceal a deficiency in provision
which cannot yet be made good. In fact, my plea is for
figures which are neither cooked nor half-baked, but true.

I don't want to be told—and you as administrators don't
want to be told—what is comforting or creditable unless it
is true. If accurate figures do indeed disclose large deficiencies
which would furnish material for political criticism or
financial demands, then I want that to be known, not con-
cealed. and so. I am sure, do you. But I don't want to be
given figures for waiting-lists which include patients who are
dead, or recovered, or already in hospital, or who would not
or need not come if a bed were offered to them. I don't want
to be told that there is a shortage of 20,000 nurses, and  

10,000 beds out of use for lack of staff, when neither figure
has any rational basis; anyone can see at a glance that the
two figures are inconsistent with each other, and you and

know quite well that neither of them is true.
I have spent almost my whole time this morning talking

about three statistics: staff complements, bed figures, and
waiting lists. But as I indicated at the outset, these and other
measurements are really subsidiary to our great task, tantalis-
ing but challenging, of attempting to measure the service to
the patients which the hospital service is performing.
Performance is easy to measure in a machine, hard to measure
even approximately, and impossible to define precisely, in a
service so diverse, meeting needs so varied and so intimate,
as the hospital service. But our work, yours and mine,
cannot surely satisfy us unless we feel that we are getting a
grip upon the realities of performance; for how, unless we do,
can we render account of our stewardship? Staff complements,
bed figures, waiting lists are but a few routes among many
by which we shall close in upon the central concept of
performance. _ _

This year the hospital service took a great and purposeful
stride forward by boldly forecasting the scale on which
physical provision might be needed a decade and a half
ahead, and marking out the steps by which it would be sound
and practicable to achieve that provision. To have taken this
stride successfully should inspire us to turn with renewed
determination to the content of the service itself, as it is
rendered year by year to the four million patients treated in
hospital and the ten million who attend as out-patients. At
least, I think those are the right figures—they are derived
from S.H.3.
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problems which were to them unique. But the new building
programme contains a large number of schemes and there will
be opportunities for repetition which did not exist in the past. I
do not mean_by this that  I  want to see a large number of identi-
cal hospitals up and down England and Wales. or even that
this is possible when one considers the different needs which
have to be met. But surely we must endeavour not to think
out every detail of every problem as if it had never occurred
before. There may not be much scope for identical buildings
but, at any rate for the simpler ones, could not the question
more often be asked—cannot the plan for building A be used
(possibly with adaptations) for building B? The answer may
often be "No- for good and proper reasons, but the question
should be asked. After all, to take some simple examples,
there is no very obvious reason why some forms of residential
accommodation should not be repeated. Some hospital
boards are already doing this. And one board has proposals
before the Ministry for a geriatric unit to be repeated
several times. The time saved on design may well be
considerable.

There are, however, much more exciting prospects of getting
the benefits of standardisation than arise from the limited
opportunities to repeat whole buildings. These lie in the
standardisation of building and engineering components and
equipment. Of course, if we decide that one room will be
8 ft. 1 in. wide and the next 7 ft. 11 in. wide, we are not going
to find much opportunity of standardising the components
and I can well imagine some craftsman being engaged to
make special windows for them at extra expense and with
extra time. What we are trying to do, therefore, is de‘ise a
system of -modular co-ordination- in which the range of sizes
of components will be limited. This is work in which the
architects of the Ministry and those of hos ital boards are

Planning Individual Schemes
None of this, however, enables us to dispense with or in

itself makes any easier the prime task of planning any hospital
building which is to decide exactly what that building is
intended to do. Having decided that, the possibility of
standardisation in design can be considered, but the important
thing is to see what the need is. This may sound elementary,
but only too often in the past delays have occurred because
schemes were not thought out properly at the start and the
subsequent alterations in design and cost have been time-
consuming, and the subject of unnecessary argument. Although
I want to reduce the time which it takes to plan buildings.  I
would suggest - that in this preliminary stage there is the
greatest need to spend enough time to do the job thoroughly.
What is required is an analysis of the function the proposed
building will perform, setting out clearly what is the medical
need; how the work will be organised in the building and in
each of its departments; what staff will be employed and how
they will work; the effect of the proposals on running costs;
and the suggested order in which the construction should be
undertaken and the building occupied. Unless this informa-
tion is available and agreed the future planning cannot be
undertaken sensibly. In the preparation of this analysis the
architect and engineer are interested, but it is not their prime
job. Usually it will be prepared as a team exercise by a
project team. There are just two points 1 should like to make
about this—we shall shortly be setting out our Niews on the
planning of major schemes in a Building Note—the first is
that the architect and the engineer are entitled to expect a
clear statement of what is expected of them and should not
be left to tell you what you want, and secondly that at every
stage of the planning there should be some person-----usually
the chairman of the project planning team—who clearly
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Every new addition to the local health and welfare

servicelis an event and something of an adventure; for

every advance in these services in the best sense of

the word, an experiment and this new Central Clinic at

Dudley is no exception.

In the field of health and welfare the local authorities

have always been pioneering - with voluntary effort often

scouting on ahead of them. Indeed, one could say without 

much exaggeration that our local government system, as we

have it today, was called into existence largely to meet

the needs of health. At the beginning thoseLwere the 

needs of sanitary engineering, the clamant necessity of

providing a tolerably healthy environment in the growing

towns and teeming industrial areas like the Black Country.

Then, as the emphasis swung onto personal health and medical
A/

care, it was again the local authorities who were/pioneers.

Sensibly enough, they began with the young; and the

health and medical services which local authorities

organised for mothers, infants and school-children in the

earlier 4.ee..a.4.es of this century foreshadowed the extension

/of
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of/t4e-s-e- services to the whole population/through the

National Health Service. The building which  I4 onie-g.,..0oe
opelyis  oefte-e-iveli primarily as a home for these services

tomothers,infantsandschool-childrenjwhich the Borough

of Dudley, as health authority and as education authority,

has still the function of providing.

Now, it is perfectly true that since 1948 every single

item of service which mothers, infants and school-children

will receive here is - in theory, at any rate - available

elsewhere in the National Health Service, through the

hospital service or the Executive Council services.

Logically therefore some might argue that this provision

has now  er.e.  superfluous.  I  believe that  I  am 

sometimes accused of being "over-logical" or sometimes just

"logical" - and "logical" is a term of abuse in politics -

but I must say  I  would regard such an argument as this as

being, at best, outrageous bad logic.

The reason is not so much that those other parts of the

National Health Service are still far from having reached a
#1474 47A-r.4.76,1„

ip.4)-i-ret where they can afford to dispense with Ammo reinforcement

j)1}-1--v, • 74 11/4...s,,
, AtV is that a close and continuous concern with the health and 

welfare of every child from conception to school-leaving is

/something
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something that neither the hospital,s.nor the Executive Council

services are designed to develop, but something that is

nevertheless indispensable. The treatment of sickness

Wiky.
or injury it arises is no substitute for prevention,

for health education and training, for the early

ascertainment of weaknesses or deficiencies - in short,

for a positive approach to well-being. This is the

function of the local authority, as health, welfare and

education authority; and this is the function which this

building is designed to serve•

Consider all that will be brought together in this

building. Not only every aspect of maternity and child

welfare; not only every facet of the school medical and

dental services; the health visitors will work from here;

the district nurses will have a place here and be supervised

.from here; immunisation will be

A4,4 /4.=
44 is the meeting point not only between theA local authority

services themselves, but between the local authority services

on the one hand and the hospital and Executive Council

services on the other. Nowhere else is the unity of all the

health services so clearly to be seen44...

I said just now that every step in this field is an

adventure. We are still far from the full development of

/the
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the services of prevention and health education. Even inso

comparatively straightforward'aas immunisation, the

national rates of acceptance for the terpoe of protection

which ought to be given in infancy are well below what they

441-g-lt-t—t-e- be - and Dudley (may I mention in passing?) is

actually a bit down on the national average. But in
41

general we haveLyet no fixed and final conception of the

pattern which these services will ultimately attain. Each

new method or combination which is tried has something to

teach us, and this present clinic, quite apart from the

service it will perform for the people of Dudley, will

certainlyyield experience which will be of value-43-1-s-eaulies_e–



Address b the Rt. Hon. J. Enoch Powell M.B.E. M.P.
to the Annual Luncheon of the Midland Branch at

the Botanical Gardens Birmin ham
1 •m. Frida 23rd March 1962

I noticed it reported recently that during the4ast

year earnings in .44,*Na-r4.y-...a..1.1 the six countries of the

European Common Market increased faster than productioni

the Economic Commission of the community recently

prognosticated gloomily that this would continue for some

time to come. / Outside the community, in Switzerland, the

trade deficit doubled while wages and prices rose by

about 4%.

I mention these facts, not because of any pleasure

to be derived from contemplat ng other people's troubles,

nor even because it is good to remind ourselves

occasionally that our competitors are not without their

own difficulties but just because it is important to see

things in

Failure to prevent money incomes rising faster than

production is not something unique to this country, like

the English weather. It is something that is liable to 

happen in any modern economy where high demand knocks

against the ceiling of limited resources, especially manpower.

/What



- -What is more peculiarly British, though still-by no means

unique, is the persistence with which this failurNthas

recurred in these islands over the last fifteen years and

more. With us, inflation has been like a member of the 

family at our economic table, while Q4444,24- have empt..11‘ known

him,as an occasional guest.

The reasons for this difference are pretty numerous:

some of them are psychological, such as our phobia of

unemployment and the political guilt complexes associated

with it; others are practical, such as the reservoirs of

refugee and Italian manpower which have supplied some of the

continental economies.

Still, the,fact remains that the Incomes Policy set out

in the Government's recent White Paper'is a policy that is

valid not only for this country; nor is the danger against

which it is directed one that threatens this country alone.

It is a policy which is valid for any modern economy in the

contemporary worldy!tt

For the same reasons i is also not a tr ,sitory 19.041-it-yr, which changnig
1 (4°

conditions might render superfluou§0. The need to keep the

increase in money in/comes within the limits of the increase in

productivity is no g.F.e.a.4ar when productivity i increasing at

per annum than when it is increa.sing at folirztrr=Vr

/People
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People sometimes talk as if a poseakirpolicy. (whatever they

happen to mean by that) were an alternative to this policy pie
incomes. It is not. The need for the one is quite

independent of the need for the other. In actual experience 

money incomes tend to outstrip production when production is

rising rapidly as well as when it is rising slowly.-

Look at the Common Market countries qn this same 

period when they have had their earnings per head increasing

faster than productivity, productivity itself has still been

increasing at brisk rates. It is ironical that the one 

country among them in which earnings have not got out of

line - Belgium - is also the country which has been

experiencing the lowest rates of growth. The delusion that 

you can keep ahead of inflation if only you run fast enough

is a pleasing delusion, and one which is sedulously put

about by inflation's many friends; but it is a delusion all

the same. It is not even true that it is - ;et- I- arety- s easier to 

keep incomes in line with production when production is rising

rapidly; for some of the same forces which give an impetus to

production can give an impetus to wages. In our own recent

experience, in the years 1958 to 1960, when total output per

head was rising at 4% per annum, pay and profits were rising almost

half as fast again.

/The policy
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The policy of ensuring that money incomes do not outstrip

production is therefore a policy for keeps. This fact has

perhaps been obscured by its association in recent months

with "the pause" - something which, in the nature of things,

could only be, and was only intended to be, temporary - and

with the so-called "interim period", which opens when "the
:„ .pause" ends at the ,het-t-rkm-rrrg of 4oemni month. Perhaps the very

title of the White Paper, Incomes Polic : the Next Ste , may

have lent colour to the misconception. It is not the policy

itself which is temporary or interim, but at most certain of

the methods which are adopted to secure its fulfilment.

"The pause" itself was one; the "next step" will have been

another. But a number of changes in
H--.v

attitudes, habits and procedur6 wisrie* need to be as lasting

as the policy itself.

The annual round of wage and salary increases has become

so established a feature of our way of life that we have almost

lost the power to perceive what an extraordinary institution

it is. There is np reason at all, other than habit, why, even

in a period of rising production and productivity, the whole

benefit of that rise should be taken out at frequent and regular

intervals in the form of increased money incomes. This was,

/for
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for instance, not what happened in many other historic periods

of rapid and continuous increase in productivity. So rooted,

however, has this ideaof a vested right to an annual increase

"irrespective" ecome that the increase is pressed for and

insisted on even when those concerned realise that the increased

money income will not and cannot be accompanied by correspondingly

increased purchasing power. As long as this habit persists,

so long-mwet there be a standing danger that incomes will

outstrip productivity: given the inevitable fluctuations of

/1-c
productivity, any;increaseiwill be taken out in full or more

in good years but in lean years a similar, increase will

still be expected and ,ey obtained. 

It is a ratchet mechanism. ;k4..s. Would n t haPPen if the

increase were taken out in falling prices.

The ceremony of the annual wage round is enacted

ostensibly in negotiation between employers and employees;

but a large part of the resultant increases are provided

not by the employers at all, but by a third party, present

invisible in the background of all these negotiations -

the money-manufacturing power of the banking system and the state.

/I t
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It is this that in reality carries, or "earths", the

responsibility for the bargains which are struck. The

employers are relieved of responsibility for the effect of

paying increased wages on the demand for their output, and

the employees are relieved of responsibility for the effect

of receiving increased wages upon the demand for their

services, as long as both of them know that any excess of

incomes over productiyity will be balanced by the creation

of additional money. Inflation knocks the reality and the

economic meaning out of collective bargaining: what ought

to be +1.re balancing of forces and judgments becomes a

conspiracy at the expense ofs*-1..VT*en. It follows that

because the nature of collective bargaining is altered by

inflation, so too is the nature of the ultimate resort of

collective bargaining - the strike: if someone else wakiè.

pay the price of avoiding a strike, its economic consequences

are apt to be wrongly evaluated by the parties aummoimiftl'w

There is another adjunct of the collective bargaining

process which is utterly altered in character by inflation.

I refer to arbitration. Arbitration, which bridges the last

perilous gap between two parties, each bargaining under the

real sanctions of commercial /failure or unemployment - that

is one thing. The arbitrator bears his own heavy responsibility

/not
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not only for industrial peace but for the economic outcome.

Arbitration which decrees a settlement that everyone knows

will be paid for, if necessary, by inflation - that is quite

another thing. Neither the arbitrator nor the parties are

then carrying responsibility: they are escaping from it.

Thus, in the context of the conditions which have bred

inflation during the past decade and a half, so many of our

former cherished and valued procedures become, if we do not

beware, examples of the "good customs that corrupt the world".

If, then, we mean to break this cycle of increased

incomes everlastingly outstripping increases in productivity,

who is to make a start and put a brake on the acquired

momentum of inflationary habits? The Government? Yes, the

Government, of course, as the articulate will of the nation.

Indeed, in the abstract the Government could do the job by

itself, by bringing the aforesaid money-manufacturing power

of the banking system and the state to a halt, or even putting

it into reverse. The powers to do so are there. Theorists,

who assert that the velocity of money can increase without

limit and so neutralise any operations to reduce the quantity

of money; captains of industry, who inform Radcliffe

/Committees
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Committees that their investment intentions are not

influenced by interest rates - these are the first to cry

ruin when a touch on the brakes threatens to restrict the

credit base or to make capital dearer. The monetary and

fiscal brakes work all right. The trouble is not that they

do not work, but that they may work too fiercely: "freins

puissants" says the warning notice at the back of French

lorries.

In a free society and economy, except in dire emergency,

the Government can use these powers beneficially only if all

the other responsible elements in the economy are consciously

working to the same end and with the same objects of policy.

The recognition of this truth was the driving force behind

the creation of the National Economic Development Council:

the desire to secure as ample and authoritative a forum as

possible, in which this common understanding and conscious

unity of purpose could find expression. But responsibility

cannot be shelved onto the National Economic Development

Council any more than it can be left exclusively with the

Government. That responsibility is shared by every

/individual
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individual who in any way influences the fixing of money

incomes. That is why I have so much welcomed an opportunity

at this time to speak to this gathering of manufacturers in

my native City and through them to all the manufacturers of

the Midlands, a race of men not prone to weakness or

pliability nor wont to seek excuses for evading responsibility.

Every employer in a wage negotiation has at this

juncture a wider responsibility above and beyond his immediate

responsibility towards his firm and his shareholders. He

betrays that wider responsibility if he becomes a party to

decisions which to his knowledge may tend to increase money

incomes beyond the range of the national increase of

productivity. He fulfils that responsibility whenever he

resists or declines such decisions. He is not out in front

by himself. The Government has given a clear lead, and taken,

in doing so, (as was right) the hardest decisions because they

were the leading decisions. Do not say: "This is very

difficult". I know it is difficult. Do you imagine it was

easy, agreeable or popular for me, as Minister of Health, to

limit the pay offer to the nurses to 21%, or to refuse an

independent inquiry into the salaries of physiotherapists and

/others,
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others, an enquiry demanded by an all-Party motion in the names

of 140 members of the House of Commons?

These are not matters distant and irrelevant to your own

concerns. These actions of the Government, and dozens like

them, have been taken on your behalf. The Government, in

fulfilling as employer the responsibilities which rest upon

all employers alike, has shown and smoothed the way for the

rest. I hear it sometimes suggested that the Government has

not been sufficiently plain about its incomes policy and

has neglected to "put it over" to those concerned. I have

tried therefore, as your guest, the partaker of your

hospitality, to be plain with you here this afternoon, and

to leave with you a simple message, which can be summed up

in five words of Scripture: "Go, and do thou likewise".



ft S eech of the Rt. Hon. J. Enoch Powell M.B.E. M.P.,
Minister of Health

at the Annual Dinner of the Facult of Anaesthetists
of the Ro al Colle e of Sur eons,

Wednesda 21st March 1962

Those who are privileged as guests to frequent the

home of the Royal College of Surgeons find themselves

getting to know one member after another of the College's

family. First one of her children is at home; then

another; and gradually one makes acquaintance with them

all.

This evening belongs to one of the youngest - its

age is precisely that of the National Health Service - but

also one of the most vigorous. In both these characteristics 

the 6culty resembles the specialty of anaesthetics itself.

The number of consultant anaesthetists has doubled

since the Health Service began. Nor is t...e-something

which happened in the early years of the Service and has

since stopped: it is a continuing trend. I haaw got out 

the figures for senior and junior hospital staff in

anaesthetics over the last five years, and M. - not to my

surprise - that each year has shown an increase over the
-

one T-re-e-ed.ing.

/Figures
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Figures are not the most agreeable form of dessert

for taking with the port, and I shall not trespass far upon

your patience. But so much nonsense is being talked and 

written today about the emigration of our doctors that ap

member of the public without the facts might be forgiven /—
iv
fr imagini4g that a wholesale flight - a kind of latter-day

exodus - from the National Health Service was in progress',

and that, to use the graphic but wildly inappropriate

expression of a national newspaper, the Service was

"grinding to a halt".

Forgive me then if for a moment or two I put on

record that this steady manning-up of your own specialty

of anaesthetics is only one aspect - albeit a striking and

important one - of the steady manning-up of the Service

generAlly.

In every one of the last five years the number of

general practitioners in the National Health Service has

shown an increase. This has occurred in spite of the bulge

of retirements in 1958 and 1959. It certainly owes little 

or nothing to the services of doctors from overseas, about

which I will say a word in a moment. Here, then, straight

/away
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away is a fact which is utterly incompatible with any

suggestion that doctors are quitting the Service and

the country in appreciable numbers because of dissatisfaction

with the opportunities and conditions of general practice

as they obtain here today.

The story is similar in the hospital service. The

number of senior medical staff in our hospitals - here

again the overseas contribution is negligible - has been

continuing to increase annually: lege it has done every year

since the inception of the Service. The same is true of 

the nursing force in the hospitals which stands today at

its highest figure. The same is true .4*ln:to. of the junior 

medical staff in the hospitals.

But here we meet the complaint that the Service is

"dependent" upon personnel from the Commonwealth, because

some 40% of the junior hospital appointments and some 7%

of the nursing posts are filled from overseas. I know that 

I shall have not only the support of my colleague,

Dennis Vosper, the Minister for Technical Co-operation, but

the agreement of this Faculty, when I repudiate the suggestion

that the Commonwealth element in the staffing of our hospitals

is a sign of weakness on the part of the National Health

Service or of British medicine.
/The size
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the size of the to-tal junior 4k4m4a.i.t.a.L staff has lately
r—

been increasing rapidly, possibly quite as fast as the

number of doctors from overseas who are in junior posts;

and surely there exists nowhere a dispostion to limit the

opportunity for doctors who qualify in the Commonwealth

to obtain experience by serving in hospitals here. To the 

extent that they do so, they fill working posts and in that

sense, but that sense only, the Service may be said to

"depend" on them: it could not be otherwise unless these

posts were somehow duplicated or these doctors were

prohibited from employment. This is not to say that we 

would not welcome, what the Platt Report recommended, a

longer average period of service in hospital for those of

our own medical graduates whose eventual life work is to lie

-
outside hospital, especially in general practice.

would, of itself, produce a gradual change in the balance

between British and overseas doctors among the junior medical

staff of our hospitals. But the day, I hope, is far distant 

when hospital positicns in this country are not regarded by

the profession in many parts of the world as a useful phase in

a doctor's experience, or when we are anything but proud to

recognise this and to provide for it.

/I mention



mention th1,4question of doctors from abroad the

more particularly.because I know how much effort this

Faculty devotes to organising opportunities of training

in this country for overseas students and doctors,

especially through the system of honorary clinical

assistantships in selected departments of anaesthetics.

This in turn is only one aspect of the Faculty's concern

for the standards and the progress of anaesthetics.

/- An exceptional responsibility is placed upon the Faculty

by the very rate at which this specialty is increasing, and

the widening scope and demand for it as surgical techniques

exploit the possibilities which the advances of anaesthesia

have opened up. Today approximately three doctors in

every hundred who qualify enter the senior registrar grade

in anaesthetics. At this rate of entry, to preserve high 

quality while meeting the increasing demand for consultant

anaesthetists, must call for all the authority and foresight

of the Faculty.


